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A program of research has been carried out west of the Oregon

coast related to the nature of temperature and velocity fields near the

deep ocean floor. The central theme of this project has been to deter-

mine the nature of vertical temperature gradients in near bottom

waters. Information on velocity fields was mainly used to reflect on

the validity of the measured temperature gradients.

Negative gradients are measured when temperatures decrease

moving upward from the bottom boundary. In the past, several

investigators have reported superadiabatic temperature gradients

(negative gradients in excess of adiabatic) extending for several

meters or tens of meters above the ocean floor. These measure-

ments conflict with boundary layer temperature profiles predicted

by the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, which is believed to have

general validity. An associated problem in this research has been

to consider our measured gradients in the light of the Monin-Obukhov
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theory and the discrepancies previously revealed.

A program of measurement was facilitated by the use of a heat-

current probe having arrays of temperature and current velocity sen-

sors. Temperatures could be measured at eight points and flow

velocities at two levels above the seabed. A total of 86 stations were

taken in sequences at 10 positions west of the Oregon coast. Some of

these data yielded heat flow and slope current velocities which are con-

sidered as byproducts of the research, along with improvements in

the instrumentation used.

Of the measurements which directly focus on the near bottom

temperature fields of the deep sea, 84% yielded positive vertical

gradients, with temperatures increasing upward from the ocean floor.

These positive gradients ranged in value from + 5. 7 >< 10 oC/cm

to + 15. 7 X 10 °C/cm. Of the remaining gradients relating only

to the near bottom waters of the deep sea, 11% were superadiabatic

and 5% were adiabatic, after consideration of experimental error.

Positive gradients were the general case near the ocean floor

at the positions sampled, although both approximately adiabatic and

superadiabatic gradients occurred at a few stations. These generally

positive vertical temperature gradients could possibly reflect a

transitional state involving the movement of a mass of warmer water

passing over a bottom region which has previously equilibrated to a

slightly lower temperature. This indicates that the present experi-

mental technique can be used to detect such transitory shifting of



water masses. If salinity is reasonably homogeneous near the sea

floor, the above temperature field information indicates a tendency

toward stability at the positions sampled.

The occasional appearance of superadiabatic gradients tends

to indicate that occasional non-thermal density stabilization may

occur which permits temporary superadiabatic gradients to build up,

only to be broken down by the generally turbulent conditions which

are expected in the natural environment.
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TEMPERATURE ANI) VELOCITY F'IELI)S NEAR THE DEEP
OCEAN FLOOR WEST OF OREGON

INTRODUCTION

Background Information

Terrestrial heat flow through the ocean floor is determined by

measuring temperature gradients in bottom sediments and thermal

conductivities of sediment samples. Assuming a predominance of

molecular processes, heat flow is given by the product of the ther-

mal conductivity and temperature gradient for a given location on the

ocean bottom. Heat flow measurements were first made at sea in

1950 (Bullard, 1965). In the fifteen years which followed, over 1000

heat flow measurements were made at sea (Von Herzen and Langseth,

1965). About 1000 additional measurements on land make up the

2000 heat flow determinations reviewed by Lee and IJyeda (1965).

From 1960 on, some investigators have extended their studies

of sediment temperature gradients to the waters immediately above

the sea floor. This research has concentrated on a layer of water

in the deep sea which extends from about one-fourth meter to a few

meters or tens of meters above the bottom. The layer of water

extending from the sediment-water interface to a few centimeters

above the sea floor has not been the main topic of this work.

In the discussion which follows, the geometric frame of
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reference used has its origin at the sediment-water interface and the

positive Z axis directed vertically upward. A negative temperature

gradient exists when temperatures decrease upward from the ocean

floor.

If a given parcel of water is moved into deeper water, work is

done on the parcel which is slightly compressed. This compression

is reflected by a slight rise in temperature of the parcel. The deep

sea adiabatic temperature gradient is caused by this rise in tern-

perature with increasing depth due to the slight compressibility of

sea water. The adiabatic temperature gradient is of the order of

_106 0C/cm. The term deep sea refers to ocean regions where

water depths are about 2500 meters or more. Superadiabatic tern-

perature gradients are reported when measured gradients have

slopes more negative than the combined general adiabatic gradient

and maximum gradient error introduced by the instrumentation used.

Among the scientists reporting measurements of temperature

gradients in the lower few meters of the deep sea are Gamutilov etal.

(1960), Gerard, Langseth and Ewing (1962), Lubimova, Von Herzen

and Udintsev (1965), Lachenbruch and Marshall (1966), Langseth,

Le Pichon and Ewing (1966), Bodvarsson, Berg and Mesecar (1967),

and Mesecar (1968). Some investigators, such as Garnutilov etal.

and Lubimova et al. report generally superadiabatic temperature

gradients extending several meters above the sea floor. The
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superadiabatic gradients reported are of the order of -5X10 oC/cm

to -lOg oC/cm On the other hand, authors such as Gerard etal.

and Lachenbruch and Marshall imply that the general deep sea

adiabatic temperature gradient extends practically to the sea floor.

Filippov (1966) concludes that the absence of superadiabatic tempera-

ture gradients in near bottom waters indicates the absence of free

convection in these regions.

Theoretical considerations tend to predict that the layer in

which large negative temperature gradients can exist is of the order

of a few centimeters thick. Gradients of the order of -1O 0 C/cm

are expected in a thin sublayer next to the sediments. In the sublayer,

molecular heat transport mechanisms predominate, and terrestrial

heat flow through the ocean floor encounters a relatively high

impedance. The result is a relatively large negative temperature

gradient across the thin layer.

The transition to generally turbulent flow away from the sea

floor should be marked by the breakdown of large negative tempera-.

ture gradients. The predominance of forced convection within

generally turbulent flow is known to facilitate the vertical transport

of heat. This reduction in impedance to vertical transport of ter-

restrial heat flow should be reflected by a nearly adiabatic tempera..

ture gradient. The transition to an adiabatic temperature gradient

is predicted by the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory to be nearly



complete within 1 meter of the deep sea bottom (Lee and Cox, 1966).

Therefore, the measurement of superadiabatic temperature gradients

over intervals of a few meters to tens of meters would reveal a dis-

crepancy between theory and experimental evidence.

This discrepancy, and the lack of agreement on the general

existence of superadiabatic gradients over such large intervals, have

increased interest in near bottom research. Bodvarsson (1968) has

stressed the importance of further investigation of the relative roles

of free and forced convection in near bottom waters, based partly on

studies of temperature structure and current velocity fields.

Lubimovaetal. imply that understanding the flow regimes in near

bottom waters of the deep sea may be important for many oceano-

graphic problems, such as oceanic circulation, sedimentation and

the disposal of radioactive wastes in the oceans.

Statement of the Problem

The central problem is to determine the general nature of

temperature gradients in the lower few meters of the deep sea west

of Oregon.

Associated with the central problem is the need to explain

either 1) how to reconcile theory with measurement if superadiabatic

gradients are generally present, or 2) how superadiabatic gradients

could have been measured previously if they generally do not exist.
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In the first case, the question would arise as to the adequacy of apply.-.

ing the theories used to oceanic conditions. In the second case, the

possibility of recording artifact gradients due to instrumental effects

presents itself.

A direct result of solving the central problem should be a better

insight into the stability of near bottom waters and the role of free

convection in vertical heat transport. The data obtained to solve the

problem posed may have implications for other areas of research.

These data include raw temperature structure, current velocity and

heat flow information. Improvements in the instrumentation used

and in our understanding of the limitations involved in making

measurements in moving media should result.

Scope of the Research

The goal of this research requires comparison of experimental

results with theoretical considerations. From such comparisons, the

consequences which are implied can be summarized. A program of

experiments at sea is required. However, for the results to have

general meaning, it is necessary to distinguish reality from artifacts

and to discriminate between steady gradients and short term tran-

sients. In the former case, study of instrument capability and

sources of error is in order. In the latter case, a program of

repeated measurements is needed.



The instrumentation used in this project is mounted in a heat-

current probe which has temperature sensors at eight levels and cur

rent velocity sensors at two levels. An overall view of the heat-

current probe is shown in Figure 1. The spacings of the sensors is

shown in Figure Z. Twelve temperature sensors are available on the

probe, with eight chosen for recording at any given time. The tern-

perature sensors are thermistors and the current velocity sensors

are Savonius rotors with an optical pickup system. Appropriate

recorders are housed in pressure cases within the probe frame. In

general, recording information is not a great problem. Resolution

of recorders is easily determined under laboratory conditions. On

the other hand, transducers do offer problems for measurement in

flowing and fluctuating media. For this reason, a portion of this

research is devoted to analysis of sensor performance.

Detailed dis cus sion of instrumentation, including recorder

performance, is included in later sections. In the case of the tern-

perature sensors, some factors affecting performance are: 1) the

magnitude of the power input to a thermistor during measurement,

which causes self-heating, 2) the heat flow per unit area cros sing

regions both inside and at the surface of sensor cases, 3) tempera-

ture increments induced across internal elements of sensor cases

due to conduction of heat from sensing elements, and 4) temperature

increments existing across thermal boundary layers at sensor outer
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Figure 1. Overall view of the heat-current probe ready for
lowering. In this position, the 2. 6 m shaft ex-
tends below the sea surface.
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surfaces due to the combined effects of self-heating and cooling by

forced convection. For the current sensors, it is important to

realize which components of the near bottom velocity fields are

actually being measured. This is necessary for determining the

usefulness of the current velocity measurements in discussing heat

transfer from the temperature sensors.

The possibility of creating artifact gradients is related to the

positioning of an array of self-heated thermistors across a region

of current velocity shear. The results include uneven cooling of

sensors placed at different distances from the sea floor. This

phenomenon can reduce the precision attained by the instrumentation

used. To evaluate this effect, analysis of sensor performance is

compared with the results of experiments carried out at sea to

determine the relative uneven cooling effect on thermistors having

cases with different heat transfer properties. This involves corn-

paring the results obtained from sensors in small, padded cylindrical

cases with the results from sensors having large vanes exposed to

the ambient sea water.

The effort to distinguish between steady gradients and short

term transients includes making repeated stations at each position

selected for measurement. A total of 86 stations were made for this

project. Each station has the probe on the bottom for about ZO to 30

minutes. The stations were taken in ten sequences covering time
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intervals of up to 25 1/2 hours. Of the 86 stations taken, 68 yielded

temperature data and 63 gave current velocity data. The latter over-

lap, since 45 stations produced simultaneous temperature and current

information. Each station can yield 2 temperature gradients and

from 1 to 5 current velocity determinations. The results include 136

temperature gradients and 124 velocity determinations. Of the

temperature gradients, 31 are in the sediments and 105 are in near

bottom waters. Of the 105 water column gradients, 38 are taken with

sensors having exposed vanes and 67with sensors in padded cylinders.

The positions of the 10 sequences of stations are shown in the map of

Figure 3.
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PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT IN FLOWING MEDIA

General Comments

According to Gaul and Ketchum (1963), transducers present the

greatest technological obstacles to the advance of research in and

over the oceans. The analysis of measurement in flowing media

focuses on the sensors as the principal sources of problems. For

this project, thermistor temperature sensors and Savonius rotor

velocity sensors are used. Temperatures are recorded with the aid

of a Wheatstone bridge circuit having a d. c. amplifier-chart recorder

output. Movements of the Savonius rotors are detected with an opti-

cal pickup system and recorded on a chart recorder. Both methods

of recording are described in later sections on instrumentation.

Current Measurement Problems

The measurement of current velocities at sea is subject to

several sources of error. According to Paquette (1963), these

errors are caused by: 1) slow, random movements of the platform

used, 2) elasticity of long suspensions and slack in moorings, 3)

dynamic properties of the measuring system itself which prevent the

accurate following of rapid transients, 4) elastic-cord oscillation

of the suspension excited by the rolling and heaving of the platform

or by turbulence, and 5) vertical movements of the instruments used.
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An additional problem arises for measuring current velocities near

the ocean floor in the deep sea. This relates to the low velocity

threshold of the measuring system. Most current meters have a

magnetic pickup system which, due to drag on the rotors, permits

a low velocity threshold of about 2. 57 cm/sec (0.05 knots). In near

bottom waters of the deep sea, over half of the desired velocity data

could be unrecorded by such a system. Marine fouling of rotors is

known to bias current measurements (Gaul, Snodgrass and Cretzler,

1963). Turbulence in the natural environment is also suspected to

bias rotor performance, but this has not been quantitatively assessed.

For our project, four of the five sources of error mentioned

by Paquette do not apply. The heat-current probe is planted in the

ocean bottom sediments during each station. The probe suspension

remains attached, but is given enough slack so the probe can remain

fixed and independent of platform movement or mooring elasticity.

Although vertical movements are unlikely, the probe could be planted

at the ocean floor in a slightly tilted position. Inclinometer readings

incorporated with several of the stations indicate that the angle

between the probe axis and vertical ranges between <10 and 12°.

The effects of a tilted Savonius rotor were tested during the calibra-

tion procedures which are later reviewed in detail. The result is

that the effects of rotor tilt, for angles of up to about 20°, are

relatively negligible.
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The problem of excessive low velocity threshold has been cir-

cumvented by using an optical pickup system for detecting movements

of the Savonius rotors. This reduces drag on the rotors permitting

a low velocity threshold of about 0.47 cm/sec. No marine fouling

was ever observed on the rotors used in this project. The calibration

procedures revealed that the asymmetries of the heat-current probe

frame are sources of error. An error of ± 3. 5% of a given velocity

determination can be introduced by not knowing the rotational position

of the probe with respect to the current direction. The remaining

problems associated with using Savonius rotors are connected with

their dynamic characteristics.

Gaul et al. have subjected Savonius rotors to various dynamic

response tests. In these tests, rotors are subjected to three types of

movement in a still water tank. The movements are: 1) approximate

step change from stop or low speed to a higher speed, 2) approximate

step change from a steady speed to stop, and 3) harmonic cycling

movements. Techniques 2) and 3) involve relative movement of the

rotor through its own wake each time a deceleration or reversal of

direction occurs. Table 1 shows some times for 63% and 90%

response to step changes of towing speed for Savonius rotors.

Although these times are instructive, they should not be strictly

interpreted as representing time constants of an exponential response

system. In an exponential response system, the time required for a
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given % response to a step change of forcing function is independent

of the magnitude of the step change. In this case, the ratio t90/t63

is always 2. 3, where t90 and t are the times for 90 and 63%

response to the step change. Inertia dominates the response of

Savonius rotors. Table 1 illustrates the response of an inertia-

dominated system, in which the ratio t90/t63 is not constant. The

three deceleration steps of Table 1 show that the time required for a

given % response is clearly a function of the magnitude of the applied

step function. Comparing the responses to the step changes having

the same magnitude but opposite direction shows that the time

required for a given acceleration is much shorter than that required

for a corresponding deceleration. In addition to this situation,

expressed by t63ac. /t63dec. 1, we have the condition illustrated

by Table 1 in which t63ac. /t63dec. t' t90ac. /t90dec.

Table 1. Savonius rotor response to step changes of towing speed in
a still water tank.

Time for Time for
Step Magnitude 63% Response 90% Response t90/t63

(Knots) (sec) (sec)

+0.247 3.3 6.5 1.97
-0. 084 27.0 60.0
-0.247 11.8 43.0 3.65
-0. 680 3.4 12.7 2. 68

Figure 4 shows the current velocity indicated by an instrument

using a Savonius rotor sensor as its speed through a still water tank
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is varied in an irregular manner (Gaul et al.). The more rapid

response of Savonius rotors to acceleration than to decleration is

clearly evident. Figure 4 also shows the inability of Savonius rotors

to adjust to velocity changes having periods of less than about 20

seconds. When the towing speed varied almost sinusoidally with a

period of roughly 4 seconds, the rotors followed the mean trend but

failed to track the variations. Although the low velocity threshold

depends on the pickup system used, the dynamic characteristics dis-

cussed should apply for Savonius rotors regardless of the pickup

system. This is because the dynamic characteristics reflect the

dominance of inertia, which should be present for either magnetic or

optical pickup systems.

It is clear that short term transients of velocity having periods

of about 20 seconds or less, will not be faithfully recorded. In

addition, the mean velocities associated with net mass transport can-

not be separated from other velocity components by the systems used.

This is because the transient velocity components in the sea are

generally much larger than the net mass transport components

(Longuet-Higgins, 1969). The equipment used should be able to

measure the large, long term transients superimposed on any net

mass transport currents present.

For this project, we are interested in the horizontal movement

of sea water past our instrumentation during those time intervals



when we are also obtaining temperature gradient information. Our

concern relates to the vertical transport of terrestrial heat and the

possible cooling of temperature sensors. Savonius rotors are

capable of providing information on these topics in spite of their

shortcomings. The optical pickup system extends the low velocity

threshold to a useful value for near bottom current measurements.

There is no attempt in the project to extract net mass transport or

degree of turbulence information.

TemDerature Measurement Problems

The temperature measuring system used employs thermistors

which are connected, one at a time in sequence, into the measuring

leg of a Wheatstone bridge circuit. During each measurement, cur-

rent in the bridge circuit tends to heat the thermistor. The measuring

leg of the bridge has a fixed bridge resistor of 20, 000 ohms in series

with the thermistor across a 1. 4 volt bridge supply battery. The

thermistor resistances varied between 8,000 and 9, 800 ohms for the

entire project. This gives a total resistance of from 28, 000 to

29, 800 ohms in the measuring leg. Using Ohmts law, the current

through the thermistors varies from i 1. 4/29, 800 a. to

i 1. 4/28, 000 a., which is 4.7 X 10 a. < i< 5.0 X 10 a. The

heat developed per unit time in a resistive element is given by

Joule's law:
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H i R (1)

vhere H is the heat per unit time in watts, i is the current flow

in amperes, and R is the resistance in ohms. Using the range of

currents and thermistor resistances mentioned above, we get

H i R between 20 X io_6 and 22 X io6 watts.

Relatively high resolution is obtained in the temperature

recorders by sacrificing range of measurable temperatures. The

recorder resolution is of the order of± l0 (Tht_Tlt), where Tht

and Tlt are the high and low temperature endpoints of the range

selected. This resolution refers only to the ability of the recorders

to measure known, fixed resistances in the laboratory. All but one

station for this project used ranges of either 1 °C or 2 °C. This

means that, not counting any sensor contributions to error, the

recorders add errors of between ± 0.001 °C and ± 0.002 °C for most

stations, and ± 0.004 °C for a single station. This source of error and

others are discussed in a later section. As in the case of the current

velocity recorders, the most difficult problems of temperature

measurement relate to sensor phenomena. The most prominent of

these are associated with time constants and self-heating. A possible

pressure effect has been minimized by using oil-filled pressure cases

for the thermistors.

An overly slow thermal response can have two major effects.

One effect is that the sensor does not approach thermal equilibrium
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closely enough when a measurement is made. Another effect is the

failure of the sensor to follow fluctuations of temperature. In our

case, there is no attempt to discuss the short term fluctuations, so

the equilibrium problem is the most serious. Two kinds of tempera-

ture sensors are used. Both have a thermistor mounted in a brass

cylindrical shell. One is covered with a mounting pad with the flat

end of the brass case exposed to the ambient sea water. The other

type has a set of vanes mounted at the end of the cylindrical case,

with the vanes exposed to the surrounding water. A third type of

case, used in the laboratory for comparison purposes, is a naked

brass cylinder having no mounting provisions or vanes.

Pitfalls in determining time response of sensors are 1)

measuring time response of naked sensors which are later padded

(partially insulated) or mounted inside protective pipes or angle

irons, 2) assuming response is identical in the heating and cooling

directions, and 3) relying on derived time responses which are not

realistic due to boundary layer effects. The time response for a

cylinder of unit length can be derived by analogy with an RC

(resistance-capacitance) electrical circuit. The result is of the

form:
pG r 22

RC = t63 2K r1
(r2 -r1 ) (2)

where R is the resistance and C the capacitance of the
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analogous electrical circuit, t63 RC is the calculated time con-

stant for either the circuit or the cylinder, p is density, C is

specific heat, K is thermal conductivity, and r1 and r are

the inside and outside radii of the cylinder. Hoover (1963) compares

the time constants calculated by using equation (2) with experimentally

determined values and concludes that the results differ by a factor of

For this work, the time responses of three types of sensors

are measured experimentally. An ice bath and a room temperature

bath are used to furnish temperature step functions. The resistance

of each thermistor used is recorded, after an equilibration period,

for each bath. After equilibration in one bath, each thermistor is

plunged into the opposite bath and a stopwatch is started. The watch

is stopped when the thermistor resistance has undergone a response

toward equilibration in the second bath which is 63% complete. The

process is repeated three times for each of the three types of sen-

sors. The results appear in Table 2, where t63, t90, t99 are the

times required for 63, 90, and 99% response to a step change of

temperature. For example, if a sensor is required to make a

change of 0.50 C, it takes t99 seconds for the sensor to permit

a measurement which is 0. 0050 C away from the actual temperature.

The exact temperature structure of the water column, from the sea

surface to the bottom is not known for each station during which near
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bottom gradients were measured, Therefore, we cannot determine

the exact temperature difference between actual and measured values,

We can assume that after t99 seconds have passed, the measure-

ment from a given sensor reflects a response to any impressed change

which is 99% complete. For temperature sensors in the padded

cylinder cases, t99 is between about 8 and 20 minutes. For the

sensors having exposed vane cases, t99 is between about 2 and

4 minute s. The consequences of this are discussed in sections on

error estimates and results. The remaining major sensor problem

relates to the self.heating effect previously mentioned.

Table 2. Time responses of three types of temperature sensors to
step changes of temperature (times in seconds).

Sensor Warmg Cooling
Case Trial
Type No.

t90 t99 t63 t90 t99

Naked
Cylinder 1 15 35 69 29 67 133

2 16 37 74 29 67 133
3 16 37 74 29 67 133

Padded
Cylinder 1 99 228 455 268 620 1232

2 97 223 446 264 610 1214
3 98 225 451 267 610 1228

Exposed
Vanes 1 29 67 133 51 117 234

2 29 67 133 56 129 258
3 28 64 133 56 129 258
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The heat developed per unit time in each thermistor during

measurement is between 20 x i06 and 22 X 10 watts. This heat

passes from the thermistor bead through the sensor case structure,

across the thermal boundary layer at the case surface, and into the

surrounding sea water. As this heat flow encounters the impedance

of various case structures and the boundary layer, small tempera-

ture gradients are induced. The result is that the temperature at

the surface of the thermistor bead is slightly higher than that of the

surrounding sea water. These effects are possible causes of

measurement errors.

The self-heating phenomenon is reflected by two different

effects. One is the development of temperature gradients across

internal elements of sensor cases by the molecular conduction of

heat from the thermistor radially outward. The other is the develop-

ment of a fluctuating temperature gradient across the thermal

boundary layer at the case surface. The latter is a function of the

heat flow per unit area leaving the case surface and the heat

transfer by forced convection from the sensor case to the surround-

ing medium. The forced convection heat transfer depends on case

dimensions and flow velocities.

Both of the self-heating effects discussed depend on the heat

per unit time dissipated by the thermistor beads when measurements

are made. The i2R heat developed in the thermistor beads is not a
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fixed constant. The thermistor resistances, which partially deter-

mine the bridge current causing the self-heating effects, vary with

changing temperatures. There are also small differences in

resistance among the individual thermistors for a given temperature.

Temperature increments resulting from the self-heating effects men-

tioned can be calculated. The range of variation of these increments

can be determined from the range of variation of the i2R heat dis-

sipated by the thermistors.

The variation of heat dissipated by the thermistors is mini-

mized by: 1) the inverse effects of thermistor resistance changes

on bridge current changes, acting to stabilize the 12R heat produc-

tion in the thermistors, and 2) the stabilizing effect of the 20, 000

ohm fixed resistance in the bridge measuring leg, which is over

twice as large as the thermistor resistances and does not fluctuate

in value with temperature changes. The same type of thermistor

bead was used for all temperature sensors involved in the project.

The variation in resistance for a given temperature is absxit 1%

among the individual thermistors used. The effects of the individual

thermistors on heat production is reduced to <1/3% by the stabilizing

factors mentioned. The minimum heat developed in the thermistors

is about 10% less than the maximum value. The temperature incre-

ments caused by the self-heating effects should vary by a correspond-

ing amount,
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The thermistor beads, and the sensor case structures

immediately surrounding the beads, are of the same construction for

all sensors used. This means that the internal temperature gradients

within the sensor cases should be of about the same magnitude for all

three of the sensor types used. Although the sensor cases have the

same construction in directions radially outward from the thermistor

beads, the three types of sensor cases differ in exposed area and in

configuration of the exposed area. This makes the thermal boundary

layer temperature gradients directly dependent on the type of sensor

case used.

In the discussion which follows, temperature increments

induced across internal sensor elements are calculated first. This

is followed by determination of the temperature increments across

thermal boundary layers when the sensors are immersed in a flow

regime dominated by forced convection heat transfer. Whenever the

range of variation of a given temperature increment is not indicated,

it is understood that the minimum value is about 10% less than the

maximum.

Figure 5 shows a cross-section of the temperature sensor

pressure cases. Heat flowing from each thermistor bead passes

through concentric shells of silicon oil, plastic, brass, and a cor-

rugated cardboard-vinyl tape mounting pad. These layers can be

considered as cylindrical shells for computation of internal
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Mounting Pad

Brass

bath

.im.f O.6cm.((
(bead.

Figure 5. Cross-section of temperature sensor cases. The
central thermistor bead is surrounded by concentric
shells of material.
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temperature increments. The outer shells are cylindrical, as is the

outer surface of the oil shell. The inner surface of the oil shell is

determined by the surface of the thermistor bead which is slightly

irregular. The thermistor beads are considered as cylinders having

the same length and volume as the actual beads. This assumption

causes the calculations involving the oil shell to be order of magnitude

approximations. For computation of temperature increments, each

shell of material is assumed to have the same length. The length

used is L 0. 2 cm, equal to the thermistor bead length. The

thermal conductivity used depends on the shell material and varies

from shell to shell.

For a given cylindrical shell having length L and thermal

conductivity K, the total heat flow H through the shell is given

by:

H = -2irLKr-' (3)

dT .

where is the temperature gradient along a radius r within

the shell material. Rearranging (3) gives:

H- -ZTT LK dT (4)
r

in differential form. Let r1 be the inner radius of each cylindrical

shell with outer radius r2. Let T1 be the temperature at the

inner surface of a given shell with outer surface temperature T2.

Integrating equation (4) from the inner to the outer shell wall is of
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H = 2,LK dT (5)

r1 T1

where H is assumed to be constant for integration purposes. The

result of integrating (5) is:

r2
Hin 2rrLK(T-T2) (6)

r1

Rearranging (6) and letting = (T1-T2) represent the tempera.-

ture increment across the wall of a given shell, we get:

r
H 1i (.. )

2LK (7)

where AT is in °C when H is in watts, L in cm, and K is

in watts/cm °C. With L = 0.2 cm and 20 X io6 < H< x io6

watts, applying equation (7) gives the useful relation:

1.59 X () < T< 1.75 X 10 ln () (8)
K

in r1 K r1

which gives the range of temperature increments expected across any

given shell, when appropriate values of K, r1 and r2 are

inserted. Equations (7) and (8) also illustrate the dependence of the

internal temperature increments on K, and the radii. As K

increases, the increment AT decreases. As

in ()--ln(1) = 0, and AT'-O, Obviously, large radius, thin-

walled shells with high thermal conductivity will display the smallest
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induced temperature increments within the sensor cases.

This method yields temperature increments of the order of

°C for the mounting pad assuming it acquires the thermal con-

ductivity of sea water. The same procedure gives an increment of

the order of 10 °C for the brass case shell. These increments

are relatively negligible when compared to other sources of measure-

ment error. The silicon oil has thermal conductivity K 1. 55 X

10 watts/cm °C and radii r1 0.08 cm, r2 = 0.15 cm. For the

oil, (r2/r1) 1.88 and in (r2/r1) '0. 631. Using these factors in

equation (8) gives the result: 6.5 x 10 °C T 7.1 x 10

for the approximate temperature increment across the silicon oil

shell. The lucite plastic insert has thermal conductivity

K 2.5 X 10 watts/cm °C and radii r1 = 0. 15 cm, r2 0. 30 cm.

For the plastic, (r2/r1) 2.00 and in (r2/r1) = 0. 693. Using these

factors in equation (8) gives the result:

4. 4 x 10 °C T 4. 9 x i ° for the approximate temperature

increment across the plastic shell. The increments across the brass

shell and mounting pad are neglected. The total temperature incre-

ment developed across the internal elements of the sensor cases is

considered to be the sum of the increments appearing across the

oil and plastic shells. This overall internal increment is: 1.1 X

io °C tT 1.2 X 10 °C. This potential source of measurement

error, due to molecular conduction of heat within the sensor cases,
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is present for all three types of temperature sensors used.

The contribution to measurement error of the temperature

increments developed across sensor thermal boundary layers can

also be calculated. Let T1 represent the temperature of the

sensor case surface. Let T2 represent the temperature of the

surrounding sea water which is to be measured. Then (LT) =

(T1-T2) is the desired temperature increment. The local convection

heat transfer coefficient h is defined by the relation:

H
h A(T1-T2)

where H is the rate of heat transfer from an immersed solid to

a surrounding fluid, A is the area of the immersed solid and

(T1-T2) is the temperature difference across the thermal boundary

layer of the solid. Rearranging equation (9) gives:

H
(z,T) - (10)

with (tNT) representing the thermal boundary layer increment.

The temperature sensors are assumed to be immersed solids

in a flow regime dominated by the forced convection of heat. In this

case, h is not a material constant which can be found in tables to

represent all flow velocities. The dimensionless Nusselt number

Nu is defined by:

hdNu-- (11)
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where h is the local heat transfer coefficient, K is the thermal

conductivity of the fluid moving past an immersed solid, and d is

a characteristic dimension of the immersed body. Equation (11)

gives the coefficient h in terms of the Nusselt number as:

h
(Nu)K

d
(12)

where h is in watts/cm2 °C when K is in watts/cm °C and d

is in cm. When these units are applied to equation (10) with H in

watts and A in cm , the increment (LT) is in °C.

Davis (1922) has shown that the Nusselt number can be

expressed in the form:

Nu f(Pr,Re) (13)

where Pr and Re are the dimensionless Prandtl and Reynolds

numbers. The Prandtl and Reynolds numbers can be determined

for the various parameters and dimensions of our measurement

system. This permits us to tabulate Nusselt numbers for various

current velocities and sensor types, using relation (13). This gives

us relation (12) in the form:

h f(Pr, Re)K (14)

which can be incorporated into equation (10) to give:

H
(AT) = f(Pr,Re)A(K/d) . (15)
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The dimensionless Reynolds number Re is defined by:

Vd Vd (16)
Re

p. V

where p is density, V is the flow velocity, d is a character-

istic dimension of the system, p. is molecular viscosity and V

is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid defined by v p./p. The

dimensionless Prandtl number Pr is defined by:

VPr
a

(17)

where v is the kinematic viscosity and a is the thermal dif-

fusivity of the fluid medium involved. Representative values of

p, p.,K, and Pr are taken from Montgomery (1957) for sea water

having a temperature of 0 °C and salinity of 35%. The values of the

factors mentioned are assumed to be relatively constant from station

to station for this research. The factors used are K = 5. 63 X

3 -2
watts/cm °C, p 1.037 gm/cm , p. 1.877 X 10 gm/cm sec,

and Pr = 13.1. Flow velocities V are in cm/sec and d is in

cm. For the naked and padded cylinder sensors, the dimension d

is the outside diameter of the brass shell.

Knudsen and Katz (1958) review various equations which yield

average Nusselt numbers for flow past circular cylinders. The

relation:

1/3 nNu = B(Pr) (Re) (18)
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is used to calculate Nusselt numbers for the cylindrical sensor cases

at various flow velocities. Pr 13. 1 as previously mentioned, so

(Pr)1/3 = Z. 357. Table 3 gives the factors B and n needed to

convert Reynolds numbers to Nusselt numbers (Knudsen and Katz).

Reynolds numbers are calculated for various flow velocities, with

d 1.1 cm representing the diameter of the cylindrical sensor cases.

The factors B and n are determined for each Reynolds number

by consulting Table 3. These factors are inserted into equation (18)

which replaces the generalized function f(Pr, Re) in equation (15).

The result is the desired temperature increments given by:

H(tT) 1/3 n
(19)

B(Pr) (Re) A(K/d)

with the temperature difference across the sensor thermal boundary

layer (tNT) given in °C when the previously discussed units are used.

Table 3. Factors for converting Reynolds numbers to
Nusselt numbers.

Re n B (liquids)

1-4 0.330 0.989
4-40 0.385 0.911

40-4,000 0.466 0.683
4,000-40,000 0. 618 0.193

40,000-250,000 0.805 0,0266

Equation (19) applies to the forced convection of heat from a

circular cylinder immersed in a moving medium. This relation does
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not consider the partial insulation caused by mounting pads or the

alteration of flow around sensors due to the presence of protective

devices. Therefore, equation (19) is applied only to the naked brass

sensor cases. In general, the increment (AT) increases whenever the

exposed area of a sensor decreases, for a given sensor configuration.

The sensor mounting pads are assumed to acquire a thermal con-

ductivity roughly equal to that of sea water. This amounts to about

1% of the thermal conductivity of brass. Thus, we can determine a

maximum (tNT) value for the padded cylinder sensor cases by assuming

that the cylinder walls are insulated. In this case, the heat developed

in the thermistor bead would leave the sensor case at the flat end of

the brass cylinder which is exposed to the surrounding sea water.

This exposed area is considered to be a flat plate with an area of

0. 948 cmZ and a characteristic length of 1. 1 cm. For a flat plate,

Knudsen and Katz give the relation:

Nu = 0. 648 (Pr)1/3 (Re)1 (20)

for determining Nusselt numbers. Using Pr = 13.1, (Pr)1/3 357

as in previous calculations simplifies equation (20) to

Nu 1.527(Re)1/2 (21)

for the flat plate computation of Nu. The same values of Re are

used for the naked cylinder and padded cylinder computations, since

the characteristic dimension is assumed to be the outside diameter
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of the brass shell of the case. Equation (21) replaces the generalized

function f(Pr, Re) in equation (15) to give:

H
(AT)

l.527(Re)l/2A(K/d)
(22)

The approximate maximum temperature increment developed across

the thermal boundary layer at the exposed brass end of the padded

cylinder cases is designated as (LT). The increment (tNT) is

computed by means of equation (22) using the maximum value

H 22 lo_6 watts. The corresponding boundary layer increment

for the naked cylinder cases is designated as (AT) and is computed

through the use of equation (19). Computed values of (tT) and

(tNT) for the padded and naked cylinder cases are shown in Table 4

for selected current velocities. Figure 6 illustrates the variations of

the increments (AT) and (tNT) with variations of current velocity.

Equation (22) is applied to the vaned sensor cases also. The

results vary depending on the characteristic dimensions chosen. For

example, the characteristic dimension for the Reynolds number or

the d factor in the (K/d) term of equation (22) could be considered

as a vane thickness, vane length or width, or an overall assembly

dimension. Applying several approaches, the thermal boundary layer

increments for the vaned cases were all < 7 X 10 °C for current

velocities of < 0.02 cm/sec.



Table 4. Temperature increments vs. flow velocity for sensor thermal boundary layers.

V

(cm/sec) Re n B
n

(Re)
1/3

B(Pr)
(Nu)o

1/2
(Re)

(LT) x
C

1/(°C) -
(LT) x 1O4

0
2/

(°ç) -

0.017 1.03 0.330 0.989 1.01 2.331 2.354 1.0148 29.17 1.449

0.02 1.22 0.330 0.989 1.07 2.331 2.494 1.1045 26.80 1.368

0.05 3.04 0.330 0.989 1.44 2.331 3.357 1. 7435 16.98 1.016

0. 1 6.08 0.385 0. 911 2.00 2. 147 4.294 2. 4657 12.00 0. 794

0.2 12.15 0.385 0.911 2.62 2.147 5.625 3.4856 8.49 0.606

0. 5 30. 39 0.385 0.911 3.72 2. 147 7.987 5. 5127 5. 37 0.427

1.0 60. 77 0.466 0.683 6. 78 1.610 10.916 7. 7955 3. 80 0.312

2.0 121. 50 0.466 0.683 9. 36 1.610 15. 070 11.0227 2.69 0.226

5.0 303.90 0.466 0.683 14.35 1.610 23.104 17.4327 1.70 0.148

10.0 607. 72 0.466 0.683 19. 82 1.610 31. 910 24. 6519 1.20 0. 107

20.0 1,215.00 0.466 0.683 27.38 1.610 44.082 34.8568 .85 0.077

50.0 3,039.00 0.466 0.683 41.97 1.610 67.572 55.1271 .54 0.050

1/-
(L T) represents sensors in naked brass cylinders.

T) represents sensors in cylinders having insulated sides and an exposed flat brass end.
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Figure 6. Temperature increments vs. flow velocity for the
thermal boundary layers of sensors having two
types of cases. (T)0 represents a naked brass
cylinder. (T) represents a cylinder having
insulated sides and an exposed flat brass end.
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PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Data Presentation Format

Data are presented which reflect conditions in ocean bottom

sediments and in near bottom waters. The arrangement of this

presentation is directly related to the number and spacing of sensors

on the instrumentation used. Current velocity, temperature structure

and core data were collected for this research through the use of a

heat-current probe. A general view of this probe is shown in Figure

1. The spacing of temperature and current velocity sensors on the

probe is shown in Figure 2. This instrument has a 2. 6 m long shaft

mounted on its lower baseplate which is inserted into ocean bottom

sediments in the manner of an oversized dart. Current data are

accumulated at either one or two levels above the ocean floor. Tern-

perature data are simultaneously obtained at eight levels according

to two plans. Temperature gradients are presented which represent

groupings of data from 3, 4, or 5 temperature sensors per gradient

depending on the plan used.

In the 4-4 plan, all 8 temperature sensors used are in near

bottom waters in two groups of 4 sensors having different case

dimensions. This plan permits comparing the water temperature

gradients near the ocean floor which are obtained from two types of
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sensors having different time constants and heat transfer properties.

In the 3-5 plan, 3 of the temperature sensors used are placed in the

bottom sediments and 5 are in near bottom waters. A sediment core

sample is taken during each probe station. Core length gives the

extent of penetration of the probe into the sea bed. In the 3-5 plan,

the shaft temperature sensors are used and thermal conductivities

of bottom sediments are determined from the core samples. More

detailed discussions of instrumentation and data reduction are given

in later sections on these topics.

Current Velocities in Near Bottom Waters

The main purpose of measuring flow velocities is to provide

information which may reflect upon the validity of the temperature

gradient measurements. Heat-current probe stations are made in

sequences, with several stations made at the same general position

and depth. The positions of the sequences of stations associated with

this project are shown in the map of Figure 3. These sequences

covered time intervals of from roughly 8 to 25 i/a hours each.

The probe was usually in a recording position on the bottom for 20

to 30 minutes during each station. From 1 to 5 current velocity

determinations were made for each station. The stations are

designated by sequence position and station number within a sequence.

For example, A-? refers to the seventh station taken at sequence
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position A.

A total of 124 current velocities were determined from 63 sta-

tions yielding current information taken in 6 sequences. Current

velocity information is presented in tabular and graphic forms.

Tables 5 and 6 present current velocities with some detailed back-

ground information. The vertical distance d in cm from the ocean

floor to the midpoint of a current sensor rotor is based on core

length. The current velocity at d cm above the ocean bottom is

given as V in cm/sec. When two sensor rotors are used, the

corresponding items are d1, d2, VI and V2 for the lower and upper

rotors, respectively. The time 1t.J is the interval over which

averaging is done to obtain a velocity determination. The clock time

appearing in the tables gives the time of day at the center of the
1i

interval used for each velocity determination.

Graphic information is derived from the table data. Figures

7 and 8 contain graphs showing current velocities near the ocean floor

for the deep sea stations. Figure 9 gives current velocity informa-

tion representing near bottom waters of the continental slope. Figure

10 shows a distribution of current velocities as a function of water

depth. During a given sequence of stations, the ship is held as

nearly as possible to the same position through the use of bow

thrusters and other methods. The accuracy with which this is

actually carried out can be determined from the position information



Table 5a. Current velocities near the ocean floor of the deep sea, Mukluk sequence B.

Sta. date time lat. long, depth d11 d2' v1 v2
(N) (W) (m) (mm) (cm) (cm) (cm/sec) (cm/sec)

B-6 27 Aug. 68 1320 46°10.6' 129°09.0' 2746 5 96 333 2.25

1330 11 It " 2.58
1340 ' ' ' 2.06

B-7 1443 46°10.0' 129°01.0' 2733 " " " 0.78
1453 " ' " " " 1. 16 0. 44

1503 " " " " 1. 28 0.40

B-8 " 1604 46°08.8' 129°04.0' 2730 " 98 335 0.48 0.45

1614 II " " 11 " 1. 80 2. 80

1624 11 " ' 1.40

B-9 1728 46°08.5' 129°03.9' 2730 " 97 334 2.06
1738 II ii It " ' 2. 58

1748 " II It II 1 II 2.80

B-10 II 1915 46°08.3' 129°04.3' 2730 It 94 331 1.95

1925 II It It It It 2.06

B-il ' 2027 46°07.4' 129°05.6' 2734 II 86 323

2037 II If It It ' 3. 40

B-12 It 2142 46°07.3 129°05.6' 2736 11 81 318 3.30
2152 II tt It II It 3. 20

B-13 2248 46°07.3t 129°06.Ot 2725 " 99 336

2258 It It It II It It 1. 05

B-14 It 2348 46°07.9' 129°06.2' 2716 11 110 347

2358 11 1$ 11 1 1. 28

B-iS 28 Aug. 68 0148 46°09.21 129°06.1I 2722 II 95 332 2.46
0158 II It II It 1 II 2. 65

0208 II 11 II 1 3 40



Table 5a. (continued)

Sta. date time lat. long, depth Jt.J
V

d1 d2 V1 V2
(N) (W) (m) (mm) (cm) (cm) (cm/sec') (cm/sec)

B-16 28 Aug. 68 0256 46°09.0' 129°05.1' 2730 5 106 343 1.62
0306 II II II II 1 . 95

0316 II p ii I? II 1.51

B-17 0413 46°07.9' 129°05.8' 2737 89 326 1.28
0423 II PP I? 1 II II 0. 9
0433 II P pp ii It II 1 . 85

B-18 0523 2744 5 90 327 2. 85

0533 2.75
0543 3. 70

B-19 0630 46°09.0' 129°05.3' 2749 98 335 3.70
0640 I, II p p II 4.50
0650 5.70

B-20 0741 46°08.1 129°04.4' 2724 99 336 5.50
0751 I p 5. 00
0801 II I, II 1 II 5. 30

B-21 1 0946 46°08.0' 129°03.6 2730 110 347 0.64
0956 p p II II 1 . 62

1006 P P II II Pt 1. 40

B-22 1103 46°07.51 129°04.0' 2730 99 336 0.00
1113 II Pt PP II 1 1.28
1123 t it 2. 15

B-23 1209 46°07.5' 129°04.0' 2735 98 335 1.85
1219 ii 1.85
1229 1 1.40

N)



Table 5a. (continued)

Sta. date time lat. long, depth
1/tj- V

d1 d2 V1 V2

(N) (W) (m) (mm) (cm) (cm) (cm/see) (cm/sec)

B-24 Z8Aug. 68 1323 46°08.2' 129°03.4' 2730 5 99 336 0.90
1333 II ii II 0. 90

1343 II I 2.75

B-25 1449 46°08.3' 129°03. 1' 2734
1 159 II

1509 II H 1

time interval over which averaging is done to obtain V values.

d = distance in cm from ocean floor to center of lower rotor.

3d2 = distance in cm from ocean floor to center of upper rotor.

= current velocity in (cm/see) at lower rotor.

5V2 = current velocity in (cm/sec) at upper rotor.

98 335 0.50
II 0.78

I? II 1.40



Table Sb. Current velocities near the ocean floor of the deep sea, Y6811-C sequence NH65.

Sta. date time lat. long, depth d V

(N) (W) (m) (x1jn) (cm) (cm/sec)

NH65-2 15 Nov. 68 2231 44°39.2' 125°33.2' 2877 5 314 0.5
2241 ,I ' H 1.7
2251 II II II II II 5.0

NH65-3 16 Nov. 68 0105 44°38.7' 125°33.0' 2877 5 316 1.0
0115 U I II U 2. 1

012.5 II 'I 1 3. 1

NH65-4 " 0313 44°37.5' 125°32.6' 2816 5 293 2.6
0318 II H H H U 2. 4

0321 " " " 1. 09 " 1. 9

NH65-S " 0511 44°39.3' 125°34.9' 2877 5 299 1.7

NH65-6 " 0630 44°39.5' 125°35.0' 2877 -- 298 --

NH65-7 " 0821 44°40. 6' 125°34. 9t 2877 5 297 5.2
0826 II " " " 5. 3

0831 I I, 5.2
0836 II U II H H 5. 1

0841 " " " " 4. 8

NH65-8 " 1058 44°40.6' 125°34.5' 2877 5 306 2.2
1103 I ' ' ' 1.6
1108 ' I! II 2.8
1113 " I, I ' 2.4

NH65-9 " 1252 44°41.0' 125°33.7' 2875 -- 303 --



Table Sb. (continued)

Sta. date time lat. long, depth t.
J

d V

(N) (W) (m) (mirl) (cm) (cm/sec)

NH65-1O 16 Nov. 68 1431 44°41,3' 125°31.9' 2875 5 300 1.6
1436 II I? 1 1.7
1441 1 1 II ii 1.4
1446 I? II 1. 3

1451 1 2.0
1456 I, H II II tI 1 . 4

1501 I, It II II II 1. 0

NH65-11 I' 1715 44°39.1' 125033.7 2886 -- 294 --

u-I



Table Sc. Current velocities near the ocean floor of the deep sea, Mukluk sequence A.

Sta. date time lat. long, depth t. d V

(N) (W) (m) (mm) (cm) (cm/sec)

A-3 l9Aug. 68 0433 44°17.7' 127°25.5' 2840 30 327 6.4

A -4

A-S

A-6 1145 44°19.6' 127°24.6' 2837 30 327 0.59

A-7 1306 O193, 127°24.2' 2840 29 320 0.68

A-8 1432 44°19.4' 127°23.9 2840 30 339 1.8

A-9 " 1621 44°20.6' 127°24.2' 2840 1 349 16.3

A-tO 1745 44°20.T 127°23.7' 2840 1 351 18.5



Table 6a. Current velocities near the ocean floor of the continental slope, 6808-C sequence NH45.

Sta. date time lat. long, depth t. d
d2 V1

V

(N) (W) (m) (mm) (cm) (cm) (cm/sec) (cm/ec)

NH45-5 4 Aug. 68 1128 44°39.7' 125°08.2' 900 1 98 325 17.4 45.0

NH45-6

NH45-7 1408 44°38.8' 125°08.6' 768 1 74 301 14.7 33.3

NH45-8 'I 1506 44°38.5' 125°04.1' 724 1 126 353 11.2 13.7

NH45-9 1618 44°38.l' 125°04.0' 735 1 126 353 11.2 22.5

NH45-10 1740 44°37.l' 125°03.6' 820 1 85 312 8.4 9.6

NH45-ll " 1849 44°37.4' 125°03.8' 973 1 76 303 29.6



Table 6b. Current velocities near the ocean floor of the continental slope, C6809-A sequence 9.

Sta. date time lat. long, depth t d V

(N) (W) (m) (mn) (cm) (cm/sec)

9-1 7 Sept. 68 1200 45°10.0' 125°07.0' 1638 5 213 7.7
1210 ' I, I, " 9.2
1220 'f " ' " " 6.6

9-2 " 1350 45°9. 9' 125°07. 0' ' " 3.6
1400 II I! II II 1 3. 1

1410 II '' " '' 3.7

9-3 " 1525 45°9.8' 125°07. 3' " ' 188 8.3

9-4 " 1659 45°9.8' 125°09.0' " " 143 9.8

9-5 " 1918 45°9.7' 125°08. 0' " " 143 5 9
1925 U it ii ii ii 77

9-6 " 2055 45°9.7' 125°08.0' " " 144 10.9
2105 " " " " " 12.9

9-7 2240 45°10. 2' 125°09.5' " ' 154 6.8
2250 11 " " 6.2

9-8 8 Sept. 68 2405 45°10.3' 125°09.5' " 164

2415 '' It Ii It

9-9 " 0138 4509,7 125°07.0' " 163

Note: Sta. #9-j position is: 45°10. 0' 125°08. 0' (initially)
(N) (W)



Table 6c. Current velocities near the ocean floor of the continental slope, C6809-A sequence 17.

Sta. date time lat. long, depth t. d V

(N) (W) (m) (niin) (cm) (cm/sec)

17-1 9Sept. 68 0536 44°50.5' 125°09.5' 1582 5 154 4.3

17-2 " 0641 44°50.0' 125°10.5' 1682 2 154 0.9

17-3 " 0815 44°49.8' 125011.5, 1638 10 149 0.47
0825 ' 5 ' 2. 35

17-4 1 1000 44°50.7' 125°1l.5' 1573 5 154 1.85
1010 " " 4. 2

17-5 'I 1145 44°49.4' 125°09.7' 1445 1 5.7

17-6 1307 44°49.9' 125°10.2' 1563 5 143 15.5
1312 ' 12.85

17-7 1436 44°49.2' 125°09.4' 1557

17-8 'I 1659 44°49.5 125°11.0' 1577 194

17-9 1825 44°49.4' 125°10.2' 1430 5 8.0
1835 1 II I, 6.2

Note: Sta. #l7-j position is: 44°49. 0' 125°08. 0' (initially)
(N) (W)
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appearing in the tables.

TemDerature Structure and Heat Flow Data

Temperature gradients and related information are presented

in a format similar to that used to present the current data. Two

kinds of tables and graphs result for the temperature data, depending

on whether the 4-4 or the 3-5 plan is represented. The station

information, dates, positions, depths and Z tabulations are the

same for either plan. Z is the vertical distance in cm from the

ocean floor to the lowest temperature sensor in the water column.

Z is based on core length records. The distances from the ocean
0

floor to each of the eight temperature sensors used during a given

station is determined from Z and sensor spacing data.

The desired temperature gradients are found by linear regres-

sion analysis from the individual temperatures obtained during the

probe stations. These temperatures are based on average values

taken from a relatively undistorted section of each station tempera-

ture record. A detailed description of this process appears in a later

section on data reduction. All of the tabulated temperature gradients

to be presented are in the form (T/Z) X °C/cm. Under this

form of heading, a gradient of 5.2 X 1O 0C/cm appears as 0. 52.

The kind of temperature gradient measured and the type of sensors

used to obtain the data making up each gradient is indicated by a
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subscript. For the 4-4 plan data, (T/tZ) represents the water

column temperature gradients near the ocean floor obtained from 4

sensors in cases having exposed vanes. For the same plan,

(T/tZ) represents water column temperature gradients near the

ocean floor obtained from 4 sensors in padded cylinders.

For the 3-5 plan data, (tT/tZ) represents the sediment tern-

perature gradients derived from 3 temperature sensors inside the

hollow shaft of the heat-current probe. Thermal conductivities are

determined whenever sediment temperature gradients are measured.

The thermal conductivities are tabulated under the heading

K X 1O3 cal/cm sec °C. A conductivitr of 1.78 X 1O cal/cm sec

°C appears as 1.78. Terrestrial heat flow is given by q = -K

where q is the heat flow moving upward through the bottom sedi-

ments, and H is the temperature gradient in the sediments. For

the 3-5 plan tabulated data, the terrestrial heat flow is approximated

by the relation:

q -K(T/LZ) (23)

where q is in cal/cm2 sec, K is in cal/cm sec °C and

(tT/iZ) is in 0 C/cm. The terrestrial heat flow approximations are

tabulated under the heading of q X 106 cal/cm2 sec. A heat flow of

i.zo x io6 cal/cm2 sec appears as 1.20. For the 3-5 plan data,

(1T/tZ) represents water column temperature gradients near the
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ocean floor derived from 5 sensors in padded cylinders. The same

subscript designates the (LT/LZ) gradient for both plans, although

this gradient is fitted to data obtained from 4 sensors in one plan

and from S in the other plan. Because the same type of sensor is

used for the (T/Z) gradient on both plans, the results are con-

sidered as being approximately comparable.

The tables present all of the gradients derived from the stations

which yielded temperature data. Table 7 presents temperature gradi-

ents near the ocean floor of the deep sea obtained from 4-4 plan data.

This table represents the water column only, and permits comparison

of the results derived from the use of sensors having different case

configurations. Table 8 gives temperature gradients, thermal con-

ductivity of bottom sediments and heat flow taken from 3-5 plan data

for deep sea stations. Table 9 contains the same types of 3-5 plan

information for a sequence of stations on the continental slope.

Representative stations are selected for graphing. The

graphs illustrate the individual temperatures which are used for

determining the tabulated gradients. In these graphs, the positive

abscissa represents temperature in °C. The graph ordinate

represents the vertical distance in cm from the ocean floor to the

level at which each temperature measurement was made. Positive

distances indicate water column data and negative distances represent

sediment data. Figures 11, 12, and 13 are graphs showing individual



Table 7. Temperature gradients near the ocean floor of the deep sea from 4-4 plan data.

1/ (T/Z) 2/ (T/LZ) 3/
Latitude Longitude Depth Z x io 4/ x io

c -

Cruise Stadon Date Time (N.) (W. ) (m.) (cm) (°C/cm)
S D

(°C/cm)
D

Mukiuk B-6 27Aug. 68 1330 45°106' 129°09.0' 2746 41 - .0487 .016 -1.05 .012

-7 1453 46010.01 129°0l.0' 2733 41 1.18 .017 -1.17 .013

-8 1614 46°08.8' 129°04.0' 2730 43 .134 .016 -1.47 .012

-9 1738 46°08.6' 129°03.9! 2730 42 .745 .017 - .963 .014

-10 1925 46°08.3' 129°04.3' 2730 39 .977 .018 -1.06 .014

-11 2037 46°07.4' 129°05.6' 2734 31 - .241 .017 -2.66 .019

-12 2152 46°07.3' 129°05.6' 2736 26 .579 .015 -1.20 .015

-13 2258 46°07.3' 129°06.0' 2725 44 1.18 .017 - .851 .015

-14 2358 46°07.9 129°06.2' 2716 55 1.23 .018 -1.02 .014

-15 28Aug. 68 0158 46°09.2' 129°06.V 2722 40 1.19 .017 - .780 .014

-16 0306 46°09.0' 129°05.1' 2730 51 .918 .018 -1.35 .012

-17 0423 46°07.9' 129°05.8' 2737 34 .850 .016 -1.27 .013

-18 0533 35 .940 .016 -1.62 .012

-19 0640 46°09.0' 129°05.3' 2749 43 1.306 .018 -1.11 .012

-20 0751 46°08.1' 129°04.4' 2724 44 1.45 .018 - .841 .015

-21 0956 46°08.0' 129°03.6' 2730 55 1.39 .018 - .937 .017

-22 1113 46°07.5' 129°04.Ot 2730 44 1.46 .017 - .834 .014

-23 1219 46°07.5' 129°04.0l 2735 43 .570 .015 -1.28 .012

-24 1333 46°08.2' 129°03.4' 2730 44 1.34 .017 -1.45 .014

-25 1459 46°08.3' 129°03.1' 2734 44 1.14 .021 - .525 .016



Table 7. (continued)

Cruise Station Date Time
Latitude

(N.)
Longitude

(W. )

Depth
(m. )

1/
Z0

(cm)

(T/Z).2/
x i0
(°C/cm)

4/
(S.D.

(LT/) 3/
x iO4

C

(°C/cm)
4/

(S. D. )-

Y6811C NH6S-2 15 Nov. 68 2241 44°39.2' 125°33.2' 2877 33 - .440 .012 -2.83 .000

-3 16 Nov. 68 0115 44°38.7' l25°33.0' 2877 35 .783 .011 .211 .012

-4 0323 440375, 125°32.6' 2816 12 .583 .009 - .0827 .004

-s 0506 44°39.3' 125°34.9' 2877 18 .648 .011 - .191 .014

-6 0630 44°39.5' 125°35.0' 2877 17 .527 .013 - .829 .029

-7 0831 44°40.6' 125°34.9' 2877 16 .712 .012 .0197 .006

-8 1108 44°40.6' 125°34.5' 2877 26 .664 .013 .150 .007

-9 1252 44°41.0' 125°33.7' 2875 22 - .215 .011 - .882 .003

-10 1441 44°41.3' 125°31.9' 2875 30 - .581 .012 - .990 .006

-11 1715 44°39.1' 125°33.7' 2886 13 .755 .014 .140 .007

Mukiuk A-3 19 Aug. 68 0443 44°17. 7' 127°25. 5' 2840 35 1. 59 . 018 -
. 736 .021

-4 0740 44°18.8' l27°24.8' 2838 43 1.54 .018 - .272 .016

-5 0934 44°188' 127°24.6' 2837 70 1.57 .017 - .556 .007

-6 1145 44°19.6' 127°24.6' 2837 35 1.48 .018 - .285 .010

-7 1306 44°19.3' 127°24.2' 2840 28 1.51 .018 - .209 .010

-8 1432 44°19.4' 127°23.9' 2840 47 1.47 .018 - .256 .011

-9 1621 44°20.6' 127°24.2' 2840 57 1.54 .018 - .199 .012

-10 1745 44°20.7' 127°23.7' 2840 59 1.53 .018 - .246 .011



Table 7, (cc.ntinued)

Z = vertical distance in cm. from ocean floor to the lowest thermistor in the water column.
0 Figure 2 gives the spacings of all sensors used.

(T/Z) = near bottom water temperature gradient measured with sensors in cases having exposed vanes.

(LT/LZ) = temperature gradient measured with sensors in padded cylinder cases, also in near bottom waters.

(S. D.) and (S. D.) = standard deviaons for the corresponding temperae gradient.

01



Table 8. Temperature gradients and heat flow from 3-5 plan data for deep sea sequences.

(T/)/ (r/Z)3/ K x 10 q x 10
Latitude Longitude Depth Z 1/ x 1O 4/ x 4/ cal cal

Cruise Station Date Time (N.) (W.) (rn.) (cm) (°C/cm)
(SD)-

s (°C/cm)
(SD c cm sec°C cm2 sec

6711A NH6S-1 1 Nov. 67 0853 44°39.6' 125°35.8' 2808 20 -12.3 .009 - .898 .010 1.82 2.24

-10 2 Nov. 67 0410 44°39.3' 125°41.3' 2812 23 -10.6 .008 -1.58 .023 1.73 1.83

-11 0619 44°39.1' 125°43.4' 2811 25 -11.8 .000 - .323 .004 1.69 1.99

-12 0905 44°39.2' 125°43.9' 2811 45 - 9.93 .000 - .262 .004 1.67 1.65

6802D N1-165-3 25Feb. 68 0912 44°38.8' 125°35.0' 2812 25 -11.3 .002 - .662 .006 1.78 2.01

-7 2030 44°38.9" 125°35.1' 2811 20 - 8.95 .004 - .647 .011 1.77 1.58

-8 2240 44°39.3' 125°34.1' 2807 16 -10.2 .004 - .868 .008 1.71 1..T'4

-9 26Feb.68 0102 44°39.0l 125°34.3' 2811 31 -10.9 .006 - .202 .005 180 1.96

-10 0243 44°38.5' 125°34.5t 2812 23 -11.0 .003 .454 ,013 1.77 1.95

6805-E 1-2 30May68 0730 44°40.7' 126°39.6 2834 -- - 5.89 .020 - .560 .016 -- --

-3 1304 440400, 126°38.7' 2831 -- -14.0 .000 - .280 .003 -- --

-4 1750 44°30.5' 126°39.9' 2834 -- - 7.92 .032 - .760 .018 -- --

6805-E 11-2 2 Jun. 68 2111 45°22.6' 129°11.3' 2715 14 - 8.75 .060 .821 .009 1.76 1.54

-3 2240 45°22.6' 129°11.3' 2715 17 -18.4 .009 .481 .010 1.74 3.20

-4 2405 45°22.1' l29°l2.O' 2715 7 -17.8 .007 .473 .010 1.76 3.13

-5 3Jun. 68 0128 45°21.5' 129°11.2' 2715 31 -20.8 .031 .851 .010 1.65 3.43

-6 0255 45°22.0' 129°11.5' 2715 28 -20.2 .000 .736 .009 1.67 3.37



Table 8. (continued)

Cruise Station Date Time
Latitude

(N.)
Longitude

(W.)
Depth
(m.)

Z
o

(cm)

(T/Z)
x i0 S

(°C/crn)
(S.D.)-

s

(T/Z)'
x iO4

C

(°C/cm)
4/

(S.D.)-c

K x
cal

cmsec°C

q x 10'
ca.

cm2 sec

6805-E 11-7 3 Jun. 68 0411 45°22,8' 129°11.6' 2715 19 -22.5 .000 .557 .011 1.70 3.83
(cont,) -8 0534 45°22.7' 129°11.1' 2715 40 -19.9 .000 .514 .010 1.64 3.26

-9 0643 45°22.5' 129°09.1' 2716 37 -13.3 .000 .554 .009 1.63 2.l

-10 0753
C

45 21.0' 129 10. 7' 2717 30 -12. 8 .000 . 801 008 1, 66 2. 12

-11 0900 45°20.0' 129°19.0' 2717 37 -12.5 .000 .150 .007 1.62 203

-12 1004 45°19.5' 129°10.2' 2717 39 -10.7 .000 .660 .008 1.59 1.70

Mukluk A-i 17 Aug. 68 2320 O19 127°25. 7' 2842 34 -18.3 .006 - .720 .018 1.76 3.22,

B-3 27Aug. 68 0705 095 129°12.i' 2740 48 -36.6 .001 2.00 .078 1.70 6,22

- Z = vertical distance in cm. from ocean floor to the lowest thermistor in the water column.

(T/Z) = sediment temperature gradient.

(LT/EZ) = temperature gradient measured in near bottom waters with sensors in padded cylinder cases.

D.) and (S. D.) = standard deviations for the corresponding temperature gradien1.

ON



Table 9. Temperature gradients and heat flow from 3-5 plan data for a sequence on the continental slope.

Latitude
Cruise Station Date Time (N.)

Longitude
(W.)

Depth Z0

(n-i.) (cm)

(T/Z)2/
x iO4

(°C/cm) D
'

s

(T/Z)3/
x IO

(°C/cm) (
. D.

c

Kx
cal

cm sec°C

q io6

cal
cm2 sec

6808-C Nl-145--5 4Aug. 68 1127 4439.7' 125°08.2' 900 26 -15.6 .006 -4.25 .059 2.18 3.40

-7 1405 44°3&.8' 125°08.6' 768 -- -14.8 .009 - .552 .003 -- --

-8 1511 44°38.5' 125°04.V 724 -- -25.5 092 -3.93 .050 -- --

-9 1620 44°38.1' 125°04.0' 735 22 -17.2 .002 -6.02 .060 1.95 3.35

-10 1740 44°37.1' 125°03.6' 820 13 -13.3 .032 -2.18 .028 2.08 2.77

-11 1855 44°37.4' 125°03.8' 973 4 - 7.24 .001 -2.41 .026 2.05 1.48

= vertical distance in cm. from ocean floor to the lowest thermistor in the water column.

= sediment temperath gradient.

= temperature gradient measured in near bottom waters with sensors in padded cylinder cases.

D.) and (S. D. ) = standard deviations for the corresponding temperature gradients.
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Figure 11. Water column temperature vs. distance of sensor
from the ocean floor for two deep sea stations on
the 4-4 plan. Black dots represent sensors in
cases having exposed vanes and open circles repre-
sent sensors in padded cylinders for Figures 11,
12, and 13.
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Figure 14. Temperature vs. distance of sensor from the
sediment-water interface for a deep sea station
on the 3-5 plan. Triangles represent shaft
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sensors, all in padded cylinders for Figures 14,
15, and 16.
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temperatures measured near the ocean floor of the deep sea on the

4-4 plan. In the 4-4 plan, the data points making up each of the two

gradients are procured at the same 4 levels above the ocean floor.

The 8 sensors used in this plan have the same sensing element and

are calibrated at the same time. Therefore, any differences in

results between the two 4-4 plan gradients are attributed to dif-

ferences in the time response and heat transport properties of the

two types of sensors. These differing characteristics are due to

differences in exposed area, in configuration of the exposed area, and

in partial insulation of cases due to mounting procedures. Figures

14, 15, and 16 are graphs showing individual temperatures measured

near the sediment-water interface on the 3-5 plan. Figures 14, 15,

and the upper graph in Figure 16 show deep sea stations. The lower

graph in Figure 16 illustrates a continental slope station.

Estimates of Error

Measurement errors can be introduced by sensors, recorders,

calibration procedures, and during reduction of data. The magnitudes

of various sources of error are estimated in the sections which dis-

cuss the devices or procedures causing the errors. However, there

is a need to draw these sources together and assign estimates of

error to specific effects and groupings of data.

In the case of the current measurements, the estimates of
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error only apply to the large, long term transients superimposed on

any net mass transport currents present. Net mass transport and

degree of turbulence information are not considered to be separately

distinguished. Error estimates for the current measurements are

± 3.5% when a plain probe frame is used. This estimate becomes

± 7.0% when temperature sensor mounting apparatus is present on

the probe frame. All stations taken on cruise C6809-.A sequences

9 and 17 have the ± 3.5% error assigned to current measurements.

All other current velocity determinations have the ± 7. 0% estimate.

In the case of the temperature measurements, a more com-

plicated situation exists. The recorder resolution depends on the

range of temperatures selected for measurement and the sensors

have three different sources of error. In addition, some phenomena

affect measurement of either absolute temperatures alone, gradients

alone, or both. In general, error contributions of the order of

< 10 °C are considered negligible.

Let accuracy be defined as the closeness to which actual

parameters are measured. Let precision be defined as the repeat.-

ability of measuring a given parameter. Accuracy is determined

by precision and bias factors. For this research, accuracy refers

to our ability to measure actual temperatures. Precision refers to

our ability to repeatedly measure temperatures to within a given bias

of the actual temperature. The relationship between accuracy,

precision and bias errors can be expressed by:
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ab+p (24)

where a is accuracy, b is bias and p is precision, with each

term in °C. Actual and recorded temperatures can be related by:

T =T - a=T - (b+p) (25)
a r r

where T and T are the actual and recorded temperatures in
a r

°C. For example, if a recorded temperature Tr = 1.783 °C is

associated with a bias b = 0.011 °C and a precision of p d 0.002

°C, the actual temperature would be T 1.772 ± 0.002 °C.
a

Some of the bias and precision factors apply to all temperature

measurements made during the project. An estimated ± 0.001 °C

error due to imperfections in the calibration procedure applies to

all temperature data. The temperature recorders contribute an

estimated± 0.001 (Tht - T1) °C error, where Tht and Ti

represent the high and low temperature endpoints of the range

selected for measurement. The recorder contribution to error also

applies to all temperature measurements. Both the calibration and

recorder sources contribute to estimates of precision, and can be

combined in the relation:

p =± 0.001 {1 + (T - T )J (26)
o ht it

where p is defined as the contribution to precision in °C which

is common to all temperature measurements for the project.
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The ranges (Tht Tie) corresponding to various stations for

this research are: 4 °C for Mukluk station B-3, 2 °C for the 6

stations in slope sequence NH45, and 1 °C for all others, including

all 4-4 plan stations. Applying equation (26) for these ranges gives

the p values: ± 0.005 °C for station B-3, ± 0.003 °C for slope

sequence NH45, and± 0.002 °C for all others.

The temperature increments induced across internal sensor

elements are contributions to bias which affect all measurements.

This contribution to bias is designated as b in °C. If the
0

calibration procedure had an identical self-heating effect as that

present during temperature recording, the increments induced by

heat conduction within the sensor cases would be automatically corn-

pens ated for by the calibration process. In our case, the self-

heating during calibration has been about 7% of the effect present

during measurement at sea. The difference in sensor heating

between calibration and recording is mainly attributed to the use of

different bridge power supply voltages for each process. This supply

has involved potentials of about 0.25 volts during calibration and

1. 4 volts during recording. The internal temperature increment

within the sensor cases during calibration is about 8 X 10 °C. The

actual b bias error is the difference between the internal tern-
0

perature increments developed during recording and during calibra-

tion. The result is a bias error 0.010 °C < b 0.011 °C which
0
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applies to all temperature data for the project. For estimates of

error, the value b 0,011 °C is used, with the understanding that
0

the minimum b value is about 10% less, An additional contribution
0

to bias would occur if the calibration operator missed the ice point

of the distilled vater bath used. Although this is possible, it is

assumed not to have occurred.

The measurement of temperature gradients is considerably

more important than the measurement of actual temperature values

for this project, The bias factor b does not affect the gradient

measurements, but only shifts the individual recorded temperature

values by a relatively fixed amount, In addition, there are methods

of reducing or eliminating the b bias error. A correction term

can be applied to the individual recorded temperatures. The calibra-

tion procedure could either incorporate the temperature recorders,

or could be designed to produce the same self-heating effects as the

recorders. It is clear that the sources of error which affect preci-

sion are the most important for this research, because these sources

affect the desired temperature gradients.

Two factors come into play whose effects on precision are not

the same for both types of sensors used. One factor is related to the

equilibration of sensors. This depends on sensor time response,

temperature changes forced on the sensors, and available equilibra-

tion times, The other factor is related to sensor thermal boundary
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layer effects. These depend on sensor configuration and flow

velocities. Let the time response effect on precision be designated

by p. Let the thermal boundary layer effect on precis ion be

designated by b The various contributions to precision can be

combined in the relation:

PPO+Pb+Pt (27)

where p is the overall precision, 0' b' Pt
are as previously

defined, and all terms are in °C. The various precision terms can

be combined with the bias term b to give:
0

a(b +p )+p +p
0 0 b t (28)

where a is the overall accuracy in °C.

The temperature increments developed across sensor thermal

boundary layers, for steady-state thermistor heating, have been

computed in a previous section. These calculations indicate that the

boundary layer term b
should be negligible for both the vaned

sensors and those in naked brass cases. Table 4 and Figure 6 sum-

marize the boundary layer computations and indicate that b
could

become significant for the sensors in padded cylinders. Figure 6

shows that should pass from a negligible value at higher flow

velocities to a significant value at the lowest flow velocities.

Because of molecular conduction, the magnitude of b
cannot

exceed a finite value when flow velocity decreases. With zero flow
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velocity, molecular conduction of heat would permit a maximum

boundary layer increment of the order of 4 X °C at the exposed

end of the sensors in padded cylinders. The estimated
b

values

for this project are:
b

0 °C for the vaned sensors and those in

naked brass cylinders, and
b

'' (+0.004, -0.000) °C for sensors

in padded cylinders. The latter notation for
b

is equivalent to

-0. 000 °C
b

+0. 004 °C.

For each heat-current probe station, an initial length of tern-

perature chart record is not used. This portion represents a time

interval designed to permit the sensors to come into equilibrium

with the surrounding medium near the ocean floor. The equilibration

interval chosen for this project is about S mm for the water column

sensors and 15 mm for the sensors in the sediments. The time

response information summarized in Table 2 illustrates the dif-

ferences in response which result when different types of sensor

cases are used. For sensors in padded cylinders, the time interval

for 99% response to a step change of temperature is about 8 mm

for warming and 21 mm for cooling. These intervals are longer than

the equilibration time, and are roughly equal to the total station

length for cooling. Therefore, the error contribution
Pt

should

be significant for sensors in padded cylinders.

For the vaned sensors, the time interval t99 is about 2 mm

for warming and 4 mm for cooling. The t99 interval for sensors
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in naked brass cylinders is about 16 sec for warming and 29 sec for

cooling. We can therefore assume that Pt
'-' 0 °C for the vaned sen-

sors and those in naked brass cylinders. For several reasons, a

specific value of Pt
cannot be assigned for the sensors in padded

cylinders. The Pt
term can either represent an even equilibra-

tion in which only the individual temperatures are affected, or p

could represent an uneven adjustment in which temperature gradients

are also affected. Examples in which sensors could be subjected to

uneven temperature forcing functions would be: 1) uneven frictional

heating of the probe shaft when it first penetrates the sediments,

and 2) uneven cooling of the water column sensors in the wake of the

probe as it descends to the ocean floor. In either case, slow time

response of sensors could permit temperature gradient errors in the

negative direction. The p term should depend on the thermal

history of the probe from its position above the sea surface to the

end of each station near the ocean floor, whenever time responses

are relatively slow. As station length increases, the importance of

the
Pt

term should decrease.

Overall estimates of precision and accuracy can now be made

using equations (27) and (28). Table 10 presents the overall pre-

cision estimates for various sensors and stations. The overall

accuracy can be obtained from the corresponding precision estimates

by adding b = 0.011 °C to each p value given in Table 10, which
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applies for the water column only.

Table 10. Overall precision estimates for various sensors and
stations for waters near the ocean floor.

Stations Sensor Case p (°C)

B-3 pad. cy.l. (+0.009, -0.005) + Pt
seq. NH45 pad. cyl. (+0.007, -0.003) + p

others pad. cyl. (+0.006, -0.002) +
Pt

others vaned (± 0.002)

lab., 1 °C naked brass (± 0.002)
range cyl.

The effects of the precision estimates on errors in the desired

temperature gradients can also be estimated. The maximum gradient

error introduced by the instrumentation is designated by g. The

contribution to gradient error due to the p term is (2p/272)

0 C/cm The factor Zp is used, since the maximum gradient

error occurs if the precision errors at the highest and lowest sen-

sors are in opposite directions. The span of measurement in the

water column is 272 cm. The gradient error contribution due to

boundary layer effects is (_pb/272) OC/cm. In this case, the nega-

tive sign indicates that decreases upward from the ocean floor.

The gradient error due to time response effects is designated by

(p/272) OC/cm These contributions can be combined in the relation:

g (Zp 1b
+ p)/272 (29)

e 0
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where g is the maximum gradient error in "C/cm introduced

by the instrumentation used. Table 11 presents the g estimates

for stations at which sensors in two types of cases were used. The

error estimates appearing in Table 11 only apply to the water column

temperature gradients.

Table 11. Maximum gradient error estimates for
stations at which sensors in two types of
cases were used.

Stations Sensor Case g X i05 ("C/cm)

B-3 pad. cyl. (+2.2, -5.1) +

seq. NH4S pad. cyl. (+0.7, -3.7) + g

others pad. cyl. (+0.0, -2.9) +

others vaned (± 1.47)
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

General Remarks

In order to interpret the experimental evidence, it is neces-

sary to consider the measurement problems previously discussed.

This not only indicates which of the data most nearly reflects actual

conditions in waters near the ocean floor, but also reveals sources

of gradient artifacts.

The central problem relates to the nature of temperature

gradients near the deep ocean floor. The sediment temperature

gradients and heat flow values are tabulated as byproducts of the

research. The current velocity measurements permit evaluation of

the varying temperature increments which develop across sensor

thermal boundary layers. When considered outside of this context,

the current velocities are also a useful byproduct of the project.

The desired water temperature gradients have been measured

with two kinds of sensors in the 4-4 plan. Both sensors are inputs

to the same recorders, are at the same levels in pairs, have the

same internal structure, and are calibrated together in the same

process. One type of sensor has a set of vanes presenting a large

area exposed to the surrounding waters. A second type has a much

smaller exposed area and is partially insulated by the presence of



a mounting pad. Computations in a previous section on problems of

measurement predict that time response and thermal boundary layer

problems are negligible for the vaned sensors. The same predic-

tion holds for a third type of sensor in a naked brass cylinder having

no mounting provisions attached.

The calculations predict that both a time response problem and

a therinal boundary layer problem will occur for the sensors in pad-

ded cylinders. Both problems can affect the measurement of tern-

perature gradients. Fluctuating temperature increments developed

across sensor thermal boundary layers relate to a gradient

measurement problem designated as the anemometer effect. Slow

time responses of sensors can cause approaches to equilibrium which

are either even or uneven for the whole array. An even approach

indicates that measured temperature gradients reflect actual

gradients, even when equilibration is less than 99% complete. An

uneven approach indicates that temperature gradient artifacts are

present when equilibration is less than 99% complete. For both

approaches, individual measured temperatures are affected by incorn-

plete equilibration. These problems are referred to as equilibration

effects.

The anemometer and equilibration effects are elaborated upon

in the pages that follow. Of particular interest is that evidence for

both effects can be found in the experimental data. Implications for



data interpretation are derived from consideration of these phenomena.

The Anemometer Effect

The temperature sensors on the heat-current probe are placed

in a vertical array above the ocean floor. Current velocities are

expected to change from zero at the sediment-water interface to

larger values away from the ocean floor. A logarithmic profile of

velocity with distance from the bottom is expected.

According to the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, the

velocity and temperature profiles in a given boundary layer are

characterized by three quantities, a velocity u, a length L and a

temperature T (Lumley and Panof sky, 1964). When parameters

such as temperature, flow velocity and distance from the boundary

are expressed as non-dimensional fractions of u, L, and T, a

series of non-dimensional equations result. These equations are

generally valid in boundary layer regions. The waters near the deep

ocean floor are considered as boundary layers for which the Monin-

Obukhov similarity theory should apply.

In particular, the invariant factors u, L, and T' can be

used to derive an expression for the profile of flow velocity above

the ocean floor. A dimensionless resistance coefficient is given

by Lumley and Panofsky as:
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(30)

0

where k is the von Kãrmn constant, Z is the vertical distance

from the boundary at which a velocity measurement is to be made,

and Z. is a roughness length depending on the boundary surface.

The shear stress within a boundary layer is given by:

22T- p'q V (31)

where T is the shear in gm/cm sec2, p is fluid density in

gm/cm3, is the dimensionless resistance coefficient determined

by equation (30), and V is a measured flow velocity in cm/sec.

Rider gives the von Karmán constant as = 0. 4 (Lumley and

Panofsky). Estimating Z = 0. 1 cm for bottom sediments, and

using a typical measured velocity V = 1 cm/sec at Z 300 cm

from the ocean floor, with p = 1. 037 gm/cm3, we can compute y

and T using equations (30) and (31). The results are = 5 x io2

and T = 2.59 x io gm/cm sec2.

The "friction velocity" associated with the Monin-Obukhov

similarity theory is:

* 1/2
U = (T/p) (32)

where u is invariant with distance from the sea floor and has the

dimensions cm/sec. Using p = 1.037 gm/cm3 and the calculated

value T 2. 59 >< 10 gm/cm sec2, equation (32) gives the result



u = 5 x io2 cm/sec. The Monin-Obukhov scaling length is

represented by:

(U)3 C p T
L p (33)k gq

where the scaling length L is in cm, u, p , and k' are as

previously given, C is specific heat at constant pressure in
2

cal/gm °K, T is temperature in °K, g is gravity in cm/sec and

q is vertical heat flow in cal/cm2 sec. Applying the values C =

0.925 cal/gm °K, T = 275 °K, g 9.8 X 102 cm/sec2, and

= 1. 53 X io6 cal/cm2 sec to equation (33) gives the result

L = 55 cm.

The Monin-Obukhov logarithmic law for velocity profiles under

forced convection with slightly stable stratification and Z >>Z is:

U
i(-)] (34)V(Z) {ln

0

where V(Z) is the flow velocity in cm/sec at a vertical distance of

Z cm above a boundary with roughness length Z cm. The constant

qi is empirically determined to be qi -.12 (Lee and Cox, 1966).

With Z = 15 cm representing a possible location of the lowest

water column temperature sensors on the heat-current probe during

a given station, equation (34) gives V(15 cm) 0.02 cm/sec,

assuming a roughness length of Z 0. 1 cm. Figure 6 gives a sensor

boundary layer temperature increment for the padded sensors of about
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measurement, V(300 cm) 1 cm/sec. the corresponding boundary

layer increment from Figure 6 is about 3. 7 X 1O4 °C. Evidently,

the velocity profile can cause an order of magnitude difference in the

sensor thermal boundary layer temperature increments from the

upper to the lower end of the sensor array on the heat-current probe.

This situation implies that the temperature sensor array will be

affected by both uneven and fluctuating cooling by forced convection.

The fluctuating boundary layer temperature increments of the

individual sensors constitutes the anemometer effect.

The significance of this effect is related to sensor thermal

boundary layer temperature increments and to flow velocities which

cause the increments to fluctuate. These increments have been corn-

puted for three types of sensors at various flow velocities. The

results, summarized in Table 4 and Figure 6, predict a significant

boundary layer temperature increment for the sensors in padded

cylinders whenever they are near the ocean floor and subject to the

lowest flow velocities. This increment for the padded sensors has a

maximum value of 4 X °C at zero flow velocity and is reduced

to about oC at a velocity of 11 cm/sec.

Current velocities increase moving upward from the ocean

floor in the Monin-Obukhov logarithmic profile. The highest

velocities encountered by sensors on the heat-current probe should



be at the upper pair of sensors which are approximately at the same

level as the upper current sensing rotor. Data is available for

velocities at the level of the upper current rotor. These are

presented, for a level corresponding to the upper pair of temperature

sensors in the 4-4 plan, in Table 5 and in Figures 7 and 8. These

data indicate that flow velocities at the upper pair of sensors are

generally sufficient to reduce the thermal boundary layer tempera-

ture increments to negligible proportions for both types of sensors

used. The vaned sensor increment is negligible, even at zero flow

velocity, due to an exposed surface area of about 297 cm2. At zero

flow velocity, the same increment at the exposed end of the padded

cylinder sensors could reach 4 x 1O °C. The thermal boundary

layer increment decreases moving upward from the ocean floor due

to increasing current velocities. This indicates that any temperature

gradient artifacts caused by the anemometer effect should be tilted in

a negative direction. In addition, accuracy is affected by the boundary

layer increment whenever flow velocity is sufficiently low. An

estimate of the magnitude of the padded sensor increments for

specific flow velocities can be read directly from the graph of figure

The predicted anemometer effect can be verified by comparing

the results obtained from the vaned and padded sensors in the 4-4

plan. If the anemometer effect is present in the padded sensor data,
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the resulting gradients should be more negative than those determined

from the vaned sensor data. Study of the 4-4 plan gradients presented

in Table 7 indicates that this is the case. The temperature gradients

derived from the padded sensors are consistently more negative than

the gradients obtained from the vaned sensor data.

The difference between the gradients obtained from the two

types of sensors is often larger than the predicted gradient error due

to thermal boundary layer effects. This indicates that either:

1) the anemometer effect was underestimated for the padded sensors,

or 2) an additional effect is present due to uneven equilibration. The

anemometer effect does not apply to the sediment temperature sen-

sors, since they are protected from current gradients.

Equilibration Effects

The time responses presented in Table 2 predict an equilibra.-

tion problem for the padded sensors. If the resulting slow equilibra-

tion is carried out evenly for all sensors in an array, only the

individual recorded temperatures will be affected. In this case,

the resulting temperature gradients would be valid. There is no

guarantee that equilibration will always be even, due to the possibil-

ity of uneven temperature forcing functions being impressed on the

sensors. Upper water column sensors could be cooled more

efficiently in the turbulent wake of the probe as it descends through



the water column toward each bottom station. When the heat-current

probe shaft initially penetrates the bottom sediments, the sensors

near the shaft tip could be heated niore than those farther up the shaft.

The exact thermal history of the probe as it descends through the

water column for each station is not available. However, we can

investigate the relative significance of equilibrium effects due to

slow time responses of the padded sensors.

Consider a lumped parameter system in which each sensor

represents a mass having a uniform temperature T °C at a time t

sec after immersion in a water bath of temperature Tb °C. The

time rate of change of temperature for the sensor depends on the heat

capacity of the sensor, the thermal resistance around the sensor, and

on the temperature difference between the sensor and water bath.

This can be expressed by the relation:

= K(T - T) (35)
b

where C is the total heat capacity of the sensor in cal/°C, and K

is the total heat conductivity away from the sensor in cal/sec °C.

Rearranging (35) gives:

+ (K/C)T = (K/C)Tb (36)

which has general solutions of the form:

T Tb + A exp(.3t) (37)
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with 3 (K/c). A is to be determined by boundary conditions.

Let the bath temperature be T1 = 0 °C for sensor cooling, and

rb = T for warming. The step functions applied to the sensors are

from T °C to 0 °C for cooling, and from 0 °c to T °C for warming.
0 0

For cooling, the boundary conditions T = T °c, Tb = 0 °C when

t 0 sec applied to (37) give the result:

A=T
0

(38)

since exp(0) 1. The boundary condition Tb 0 °C when t> 0 sec

applied to (37) along with the result (38) yield the cooling relation:

T T exp(-13t) (39)
0

For warming, the boundary conditions T = 0 °C, Tb T °C

when t 0 sec applied to (37) give the result:

A=-T
0

(40)

The boundary condition Tb T °C when t > 0 sec applied to (37)

along with the result (40) yield the warming relation:

T = T [1 - exp(_t) 1
(41)

0

The time constant of a system having temperature forcing

functions is defined as the time required for a T T exp(-l)

response for cooling or a T = T{l - exp(_l)} response for warming,

when a step change of magnitude T is impressed on the system.

These correspond to 63% responses to step changes impressed on the



system. The time required for a 63% response is designated as t63.

Relating the time constant definitions to equation (39) for cooling gives:

T T exp(.-t63) = T exp(-l) (42)

where 3t63 = 1, or p i/t63 when t = t63. Relating the time

constant definitions to equation (41) for warming yields:

T = T [1 exp(-pt )] T [1 - exp(l)] (43)
0 63 o

where pt63 = 1, or f3 l/t63 when t = t63.

Substituting the result p i/t63 into equations (39) and (41)

provides the useful results:

for cooling, and:

T = T exp(-t/t63) (44)

T T [1 - exp(t/t63)] (45)
0

for warming responses of sensors.

The times required for 63% responses to warming and cooling

for three sensor types have been experimentally determined. These

values are listed under the heading t63 in Table 2. For a resistance-

capacitance electrical circuit, the time constant for 63% response

is expected to be the same for either buildup or decay of circuit

current. However, the measured sensor time constants t63 are

not generally the same for warming and cooling responses.

To test the validity of equations (44) and (45), experimental



response curves were plotted for both warming and cooling of the

padded sensors. The results indicate responses are exponential, as

predicted by equations (44) and (45), providing that the appropriate

value of t63 is used in each equation. A measured time constant

for cooling must be used in equation (44) and a measured time con-

stant for warming must be used in equation (45).

For the padded sensors, t63 99 sec for warming and

t63 268 sec for cooling. Using t63 268 sec for cooling, equation

(44) gives T 0. 326 T when t 5 mm and T 0. 106 T when
0 0

t = 10 mm. For T = 1 °C, this indicates a difference between
0

actual and measured temperatures of 0. 326 °C when t = 5 mm and

0.106 °C when t = 10 mm. With t63 99 sec for warming, equa-

tion (45) gives T = 0.952 T when t = S mm and T 0.998 T
0 0

when t = 10 mm. For T 1 °C, this indicates a difference
0

between actual and measured temperatures of 0.048 °C when T = 5

mm and 0.00a °C when t = 10 mm. The differences between actual

and measured temperatures are reduced when the magnitudes of the

impressed temperature changes are reduced, and conversely.

Equations (44) and (45) give insight into the probable signifi-

cance of the equilibration effects to be expected for the padded sen-

sors. These relations predict the magnitudes of the equilibration

effects for selected values of t and T. The presence of these

effects can also be directly verified by study of the 4-4 plan data.
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As previously mentioned, flow velocities at the upper current rotor

are generally high enough to reduce sensor boundary layer tempera-

ture increments to negligible values. The upper pair of sensors in

the 4-4 plan should not be subject to boundary layer problems,

regardless of sensor type. Any discrepancy between the tempera-

tures measured by the two types of sensors at the highest level

above the ocean floor must therefore be due to lack of equilibration

of the padded sensors and not due to boundary layer effects.

Study of the raw temperature data indicates that there is a

consistent difference in the temperatures indicated by the upper pair

of sensors in the 4-4 plan. This difference in recorded temperature

derived from the two types of sensors is clearly shown in the graphs

of Figures 11, 1Z, and 13. The effect is masked for the lower sen-

sors, either by the anemometer effect, an equilibration effect or

both.

An uneven equilibration effect is suggested by comparing the

gradients obtained from the longest and shortest stations within the

same sequence. In the cruise Y6811-C data, the 40 mm station

NH6S-11 and the ZO mm station NH65-6 are available for compari-

sons. These stations gave the longest and shortest groups of data

points suitable for averaging in this NH65 sequence. The longest

station yielded one of the few positive gradients measured by the

padded sensors. The gradients from the padded sensors are



+1.399 X 1O oC/cm for the longest station and -8.292 X 1O oC/cm

for the shortest station in the same sequence. The corresponding

gradients for the vaned sensors are +7. 553 X lO 0 C/cm for the

longest station and +5.266 X 1O oC/cm for the shortest station.

The latter two gradients, having a smaller difference between

gradients measured on long and short stations, indicate that the

vaned sensors are more nearly in equilibration for the shorter

stations. In the case of the padded sensor data, the longer station

permits the padded sensor data to come more nearly into agreement

with the vaned sensor data for the same station.

The equilibration problems for the padded sensors in the water

column are not the same as those present for the sediment tempera-

ture sensors. Although the mounting pads are slightly thinner for

the latter, these are mounted inside a hollow steel shaft. This shaft

has an inside diameter of 2. 54 cm and an outside diameter of 3. 81

cm. The walls of the shaft are 0. 635 cm thick. Computed equilibra-

tion times for such an arrangement using equation (2) may be off by a

factor of three due to boundary layer effects (Hoover). Therefore,

the relative speed of equilibration for the shaft and water column

sensors should be obtained directly from the temperature recorder

chart records. This raw deflection data shows that it takes roughly

twice as long for the shaft sensors to approach equilibration, when

compared to the padded sensors in the water column.
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Implications for Interpretation

Three basic kinds of information are needed to solve the cen-

tral and associated problems stated for this research. These are:

1) information on the actual temperature gradients present near the

deep ocean floor, Z) verification of the problems predicted to result

from the use of certain sensors, and 3) measured artifact gradients

simultaneously contrasted with real gradients to demonstrate how

artifacts could have been measured in the past.

The 4-4 plan data provide all three types of information.

Because of their negligible equilibration and anemometer effects,

the vaned sensors provide the gradient information most nearly

reflecting actual conditions near the deep ocean floor. Discrepancies

in the individual temperatures measured by the pair of vaned and

padded sensors near the upper current rotor verify the existence of

the equilibration effects. Discrepancies in the gradients measured

with the two types of sensors verify the existence of the anemometer

effect, an uneven equilibration effect, or both. Contrasts between

the gradients measured using the two types of sensors illustrate the

consistently more negative artifacts produced by the sensors having

less exposed area and greater degree of insulation.

Water column data for the 3-5 plan is expected to be subject

to both measurement problems discussed. The sediment temperature



gradients for the 3-5 plan should reflect no anemometer effect, but

could show the effects of very slow time response if approaches to

equilibration are uneven. An uneven effect may be suggested by the

heat flow values presented in Tables 8 and 9. The computed heat

flows are usually larger than the 1.53 X lO cal/cm2 sec average

for the Pacific Ocean reviewed by Von Herzen and Langseth.

Gradient Comparisons for Near Bottom Waters

The solutions of the central and associated problems stated in

the introduction of the thesis can be found in the analysis of sensor

performance and in the 4-4 plan data. It therefore seems appropriate

to present the gradients resulting from the 4-4 plan stations in

graphic form. These gradient pairs are displayed in Figures 17,

18, and 19. The vaned sensor gradients are indicated by black dots

and the padded sensor gradients by open circles.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Heat-Current Probe

The heat-current probe is designed to place an array of tern-

perature and current velocity sensors in appropriate positions for

studying conditions in near bottom waters. In addition, the probe

places temperature sensors in the bottom sediments and takes a core

sample of the sea bed materials. Self contained instruments within

the probe frame record information from the sensors which can,

through data processing procedures, be interpreted as records of

temperatures and current velocities. The length of the core sample

taken shows the degree of penetration of the probe when it is lowered

into the sea floor. This gives the placement of the various sensors

with respect to the sediment-water interface. The core samples

taken are also useful for determining thermal conductivity of bottom

sediments.

A general view of the heat-current probe is shown in Figure 1.

A Z60 cm long hollow shaft is attached to the lower baseplate of the

probe. Most of this shaft is below the sea surface in Figure 1. The

shaft, which has an inside diameter of 1 inch (2. 54 cm) and an outside

diameter of 1 1/2 inch (3.81 cm), not only provides a means of plant-

ing the probe in the sea bed in the manner of a large dart, but also



accommodates three temperature sensors. The core tube permits

taking sediment samples of up to about 58 cm in length. The inner

framework of the probe consists of two Bullard type heat probe frames

bolted end-to-end. Within the inner framework are contained from

eight to twelve 19 kg lead plates, several spacers, two current

sensing rotors, and separate temperature and current recording

instruments. Each of the two instruments is housed in an aluminum

pressure case.

The temperature sensors are thermistors. A total of twelve

thermistors are normally mounted on the heat-current probe. Three

shaft thermistors are mounted in cylindrical brass cases which are

wrapped with corrugated cardboard and vinyl tape to avoid direct

metallic contact with the apparatus. The shaft thermistors are then

taped to a 1/8 inch (0. 3175 cm) diameter steel rod. The steel rod is

inserted into the hollow shaft, with the rod keeping the thermistors

in an appropriate spacing within the shaft. Along the sides of the

probe frame are attached ten cup-shaped thermistor mounts, occur-

ring in five pairs. The remaining nine thermistors are wrapped to

avoid direct metallic contact with the probe frame and are taped to

the thermistor mounts. During a typical station, the nine thermistors

along the probe frame are in the water column just above the sea

floor. Having the water column thermistors in pairs permits com-

paring the results obtained, at four points above the ocean bottom,
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from two temperature sensors which differ from each other in some

characteristic way.

The temperature recording instrument used is capable of hand-

ling eight thermistors for any given station. That is, eight of the

twelve available thermistors are connected to the instrument at any

given time. The instrument records the resistance of the eight

thermistors and two internal reference resistors in sequence, one at

a time. The sequence is then repeated continuously as long as the

instrument is energized. In some of the experiments using the heat-

current probe, comparisons are made between temperatures

measured at four points above the ocean bottom using thermistors in

two kinds of cases which have different heat transfer characteristics.

Thus, all eight thermistors used are in the water column in pairs.

Four thermistors are in small cylindrical cases, and four are in

cases with large vanes attached. In other studies, particularly those

in which terrestrial heat flow is of interest, three of the eight

thermistors used are in the sediments and the remaining five are

in the water column. In the latter plan, all eight thermistors used

have the smaller cylindrical cases. For the sake of brevity, these

two arrangements have been called the 4-4 and the 3-5 plans. In the

4-4 plan, all of the resulting data represents the bottom boundary

layer of water, and the probe shaft serves only to pin the apparatus

to the sea floor.
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The current velocity sensors are Savonius rotors with an

optical pickup system. The most commonly used spacing of the tern-

perature and current velocity sensors is shown in Figure 2. Distances

in cm are given to the centers of the thermistor beads within their

cases, and to the centers of the Savonius rotors.

A platform which tilts between horizontal and vertical positions

is used to assist in launching the probe. A cable from the winch to be

used is passed through a block on a boom which can move the block

laterally toward and away from the center line of the ship. The cable

is attached to the top cap of the heat-current probe through a ball

bearing swivel. The probe is shown lying on the platform and ready

for a launch in the first frame of Figure 20. A cross-line is tied

across the probe frame and attached to steel eyebolts on opposite

sides of the platform. This cross-line is laced through the frame-

work in such a way that it not only keeps the probe down on the plat-

form, but also prevents the probe from sliding very far along the

platform. During a launch, the probe is raised by the shipTs winch

with the cross-line securely tied until the probe and platform tilt to

the vertical as a unit. The probe is then raised just enough to permit

the cross-line to go slack, at which time the cross-line is untied.

As soon as the cross-line is free, the boom is moved laterally away

from the centerline of the ship. As soon as the boom has reached its

maximum outward excursion, the probe is lowered to the sea surface
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Figure 20. The heat-current probe on its platform being
raised for a launch.



Figure 21. The heat-current probe being tilted to a vertical position for
booming away from the ship before lowering.

C
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and the winch meter wheel is zeroed. When the latter is

accomplished, the lowering of the probe begins. The speed of lower-

ing and the amount of lead used depend on the nature of the bottom

sediments to be penetrated by the probe shaft. Lowering speeds of

from 2.5 to 3.0 rn/sec with from about 150 to 225 kg of lead within

the probe frame have been successfully used. The probe is lowered

at a relatively constant speed. The water depth is checked on the

shipts Precision Depth Recorder (PDR). The winch meter wheel is

watched, and when the amount of cable laid out is about 500 meters

short of the PDR depth, the cable tens iometer is carefully watched.

When there is a sudden drop in tension on the supporting cable, it is

assumed that the probe is pinned in the ocean bottom. The probe is

then left on the bottom for a period of about 20 to 30 minutes. Some

slack wire can be payed out during the stay of the probe on the bottom

if tension on the cable builds up due to drift of the ship. The amount

of slack to be payed out depends on local currents, winds, sea state

and the skill of the officer on watch in maintaining a nearly vertical

wire angle. Usually, the extra slack payed out is of the order of a

few tens of meters or less and is determined by experience. In

general, too much slack can result in entangling the probe frame and

too little slack can result in bending the probe shaft or prematurely

pulling the apparatus out of the bottom sediments. It is quite obvious,

judging by either the appearance of the probe when it is retrieved or
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by the appearance of the instrument records when they are studied,

when one of the three casualties mentioned has occurred.

It has been desirable for this research to obtain data from the

heat-current probe during time intervals lasting up to about a day at

a given location. A deep sea mooring and release system was not

available at the time data was collected for this research. There-

fore, sequences of ZO to 30 minute stations covering the desired time

intervals have been used to obtain the needed experimental evidence.

This entails repeatedly retrieving and relaunching the probe between

stations. At the end of a station in a sequence, the probe is pulled

from the sediments by the ship's winch. The release of the probe

from the sediments is indicated by a sudden drop in cable tension

after a rather large buildup exceeding the weight of the combined

probe and wire layed out.

Retrieving the probe involves raising it to the level of the plat-

form which has been manually tilted to the vertical position. The

probe is then boomed toward the centerline of the ship until it rests

alongside the platform. The crossline is laced through the probe

frame and tied. The supporting cable is slowly lowered until the

cross-line is bearing the weight of the probe. Then the cable is

gradually slackened while the platform and probe are manually tilted

to the horizontal position as a unit. In this position, between stations

of a sequence, the core can be removed and replaced by a clean liner.
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The probe is then relaunched. At the end of a sequence, the probe is

also dismantled for the removal of chart records, replacing chart

paper and recharging batteries. The sequence of four photographs

in Figures 20 and 21 represents either a launch or a retrieval depending

on the order in which the frames are viewed,

Current Velocity Sensors

The current velocity sensors consist of Savonius rotors with

optical pickups. Standard Savonius rotors are purchased from the

Braincon Corp. of Marion, Massachussetts. These normally arrive

with a small bar magnet attached to a plastic block which is mounted

near one end of the rotor axle. The three screws which attach the

plastic block are removed, and a chopper plate is placed over the

plastic block. A chopper plate having two slots is shown in FigureZ,

The three screws are replaced and the chopper plate is ready for use,

The number of slots chosen for the chopper plate depends on the mag-

nitudes of the currents to be measured and on the specifications of the

recording equipment used. Two slots were used in this research.

The rotors used are the larger, 16, 1 cm in diameter, of the

two sizes of Savonius rotors commonly used in various commercially

built current meters. For each rotor, a set of Braincon type 381

HCM rotor bearings with pivots is also purchased. The bearings are

mounted in a framework of aluminum plates and rods, A rotor with
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Figure 22. The chopper plate which is attached to standard
Savonius rotors for conversion to an optical
pickup recording system.

Figure 23. A partially dismantled current sensor.



its chopper plate attached is shown within the partially dismantled

frame in Figure 23, Also appearing in Figure 23 is a large aluminum

frame plate with a U-shaped notch and a central bearing to accom-

modate the rotor axle. Within the U-shaped notch is an arched light

pipe with a gap facing the center of the plate. When the large frame

plate is installed, the chopper plate turns freely within the gap in the

light pipe, A short straight section and the arched section of light

pipe pass through pressure fittings and enter the small cylindrical

tank appearing in Figure 23, The tank contains a small lamp, a photo-

diode and leads running out to connector pins. To assemble a corn-

plete sensor, the plate bearing the small tank and light pipes is

installed and an additional top plate is attached. The relative posi-

tions of the chopper plate, light pipe, lamp, diode and connector pins

are shown in Figure 24,

The Savonius rotor and chopper plate are rotated by the near

bottom currents being measured. The lamp is connected to a 2. 5

volt battery supply within the current recording instrument and the

photodiode is connected to the recorder input. When the chopper plate

blocks the gap in the light pipe, practically no light reaches the photo-

diode and the resistance of the diode is relatively high. That is, the

diode resistance is high enough to avoid triggering the recorder

amplifier. When a slot in the chopper plate passes the gap in the

light pipe, light from the lamp conducted along the straight section of
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Lamp is G.E. type 253 lens end miniature, 0.35a. at 2.5v.

Diode is TI. type LS 400 p/iotodiode

Light Pipe is 1/8" diameter lucite rod wrapped wit/i aluminum foil

Connectors are Mecca no. 2006 pins

Figure 24. Relative positions of the chopper plate, light pipe,
lamp and diode in the current sensors.
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light pipe crosses to the arched section and is conducted to the photo-

diode. When this light strikes the photodiode, the resistance of the

diode is sharply reduced, This change in resistance is used to

trigger an amplifier within the current recording instrumentation,

The amplifier output stage drives an event recorder which records an

event on a moving chart each time a chopper plate slot passes the

light pipe gap. The number of events recorded per unit time is

interpreted, through calibration and data processing procedures, as

an indication of current velocity,

The optical pickup system using Savonius rotors has the

principal advantage of being able to record low current velocities

without great cost or formidable design problems. The low velocity

threshold for this optical system is about 0. 5 cm/sec compared to a

threshold of over 2,5 cm/sec for systems using magnetic pickups

with Savonius rotors, This low threshold is of great importance in

measuring currents in near bottom waters where a fivefold increase

in low velocity threshold could cause the loss of over half of the

desired bottom current data,

The cylindrical tank housing the lamp and photodiode has 0-ring

pressure seals at the two light pipe fittings, at each of the four

electrical connectors, and at the tank access lid. These seals are

greased with silicon vacuum pump grease. Although these tank

housings have performed adequately, a certain amount of tedious
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fitting and maintenance has been associated with the light pipe pres-

sure seals. It is suggested that, in future uses of such equipment,

an oil-filled tank or a solid housing be provided for the lamp and

diode. In the latter case, for example, the lamp, diode and light

pipe could be cast into a solid block of electrically insulating material

such an one of the epoxies. The light pipe could be installed in a U

shape, with the desired gap machined out of the block after it has

hardened. This type of housing would obviously be a disposable item,

and would require no maintenance or adjustment.

Current Velocity Recorders

Both of the current velocity sensors used in the heat-current

probe are connected to a single current velocity recorder, Each

recorder has two amplifier channels and a four channel event

recorder. A current velocity recorder is inside the upper pressure

case in Figure 1, Electrical connections between sensors and

recorders are made through a set of Mecca type 2006 pins on the

pressure case lid. The deep sea cables that interconnect the pins on

sensors and recorder pressure cases have Mecca type 1726 female

plugs at both ends. Unused pins on the pressure cases are protected

by Mecca type 1926 weather caps, The pressure cases provide a

protective chamber which is about 15. 2 cm in diameter and 53. 3 cm

long on the inside. Pressure cases of the type used have been tested
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at external pressures of 10, 000 psi. The current velocity recorders

and temperature recorders associated with the heat-current probe

both use the same type of pressure case. Details of the manufacture

of the cases is given by Mesecar (1968).

A general view of a current velocity recorder appears in

Figure 25. The frame is assembled from four aluminum plates held

together by three threaded rods with aluminum tubing spacers. The

plates are 0. 32 cm thick and 15 cm in diameter. The top plate sup-

ports an off-interval timer. An on-interval timer plugs into a socket

on the second frame plate which also bears a circuit board guide and

socket, a lamp supply fuse and a mode selector switch. The circuit

board supports components for both amplifier channels. A Rustrak

model 92-4 event recorder is mounted above the third frame plate.

A three section battery supplying the two amplifier channels and the

event recorder chart drive motor rests between the third and fourth

frame plates. This battery, made up of twenty-four Burgess type

CD22 rechargable nickel cadmium cells, has a nominal capacity of

5,400 mah at a potential of from 6.5 to 7. 1 volts, A separate lamp

supply, made up of six General Electric type GC35 rechargable nickel

cadmium cells, has a nominal capacity of 12, 000 mah at a potential of

from 2.5 to 2,7 volts.

The current recorders were designed to be used in either con-

tinuous or timed modes, although the continuous mode was used for
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Figure 25. General view of a current velocity recorder.
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this research. In the continuous mode, the batteries could operate

the current recorders for about 13 hours before replacement by a

freshly charged set. In the timed mode, battery life would be much

longer. The on-interval timer is involved in calibration procedures

which apply to recordings made in either mode. The off-interval

timer is only necessary for timed mode operation.

Figure 26 is a block diagram illustrating the functional units of

the recording system and their interconnections. Figure 27 is a

schematic circuit diagram for a current recorder amplifier. Only

one amplifier channel is shown in Figures 26 and 27. The amplifier

input stage is triggered by changes in electrical conductivity of a

current sensor photodiode. The diodes used can present a range of

resistance of from over lO ohms in relative darkness to less than

ohms when illuminated. When the photodiode is in relative dark-

ness, the amplifier idles and the actuator needle remains in the off

position. When the photodiode is illuminated, its resistance drops

over a range of several orders of magnitude. This triggers the

amplifier, causing the output transistor t2 of Figure 27 to become

saturated. In saturation, t2 approximates a closed switch. This per-.

mits enough current to flow through the actuator coil L1 to record an

event.

When the heat-current probe is planted into the ocean floor,

the current sensor rotors spin at a rate related to the current
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Figure 26. A block diagram illustrating the functional units
of the current velocity recording system and their
interconnections.
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B

= G.E. type 253 lamp, 2.5v., O.35a.
D1 1.1. type LS-400 photodiode

T.i. type 2N1309 transistor
1. I. type 2N456B transistor

R1 33)000 ohms, I watt resistor
R2= 62 ohms, lwatt
R3 5000 ohms, I watt
R4= 22ohms 3watts
B1 = 2.5-2.7v. lamp supply battery
82= 6.5-7.lv. amplifier supply battery
L1 Event recorder stylus actuator coil

Figure 27. A schematic diagram for one channel of the cur-
rent velocity recorders.
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velocities they encounter. The chopper plate mounted on each rotor

converts light conducted from a lamp to a photodiode into a train of

pulses. Each sensor photodiode is thus subjected to pulses of

chopped light whose frequency is proportional to the current velocity

being measured by the sensor. The light pulses are translated by

the photodiode into low resistance pulses of the same frequency. The

low resistance pulses trigger an amplifier which drives an event

recorder actuator. Events are recorded by a magnetically driven

stylus on a pressure sensitive moving chart. The magnetic stylus

drive is represented by actuator coil L1 in Figure 27. A separate

actuator coil and stylus is available for each of the four channels

present in the event recorders used. Either one or two of the chan-

nels were used for any given station at sea. The current velocity

records which are produced by this system appear as trains of

rectangular spikes. Either the frequency of recording the spikes or

the distance between spikes can be interpreted as an indication of

current velocity.

A typical current record is shown in Figure 28. The actual

proportionality between the number of events recorded per unit length

of chart paper and the current velocity being measured depends on

several factors. Among these are the chart drive speed, the number

of slots in the chopper plate used, and the relationship between

current velocity and rate of sensor rotor spin. Obviously,
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and data processing procedures.

tffu1-

Figure 28. A typical current velocity record
obtained at sea,

Temperature Sensors

The heat-current probe temperature sensors consist of pres-

sure protected thermistors. The latter serve as sensing elements

by presenting a temperature-sensitive internal resistance. This

resistance drops when temperature rises, and vice versa. The tem-

perature recorders essentially measure thermistor resistances,

which can be converted to temperatures via calibration data.

The sensing elements used are Yellow Springs Instrument type

44005 bead thermistors. All of the near bottom temperatures
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measured fall within a range of about 0 °C and 4 °C. The resistance

of the thermistors used changes from about 9796 ohms at a tempera-

ture of 0 °C to about 8006 ohms at 4 °C. The average resistance

change over the temperature range used is -447. 5 ohms/°C.

A complete temperature sensor consists of a thermistor

mounted in an oil-filled brass pressure case. Figure 29 is a longi-

tudinal section of a complete sensor. The thermistor is soldered,

with the aid of protective heat sinks, to the two conductors of a deep

sea cable. A plastic insert slips into the brass case which is filled

with silicon oil. The cable passes through a brass nut and 0-ring

pressure seal. The cable jacket extends within the case to the point

at which the jacket shoulder faces up against the plastic insert. The

cylindrical case appearing in Figure 29 is called a standard case.

Both types of cases used have the same interior construction.

A second case configuration was used for some experiments.

This was a vaned case consisting of an aluminum heat sink extrusion

mounted onto a standard thermistor case by means of a bolting flange.

The brass flange is silver soldered to the thermistor case. The heat

sink extrusion is 5. 1 cm X 10.0 cm X 2. 6 cm overall, and has a sur-

face area of about 297 cm2. The seam between the case flange and

the extrusion is coated with Dow Corning type 340 heat sink compound.

This is a grease-like silicone material filled with heat-conductive

metal oxides. After bolting down the flange, the seam edge is cleaned
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and sealed with silicone rubber. Figure 30 shows a standard tern-

perature sensor in its mount on the heat-current probe.

Temperature Recorders

The eight temperature sensors used in the heat-current probe

are connected to a single temperature recorder. A temperature

recorder is inside the lower pressure case in Figure 1. Electrical

connections are made through the pressure case lid in the manner

described for the current recorders. A temperature recorder selects

each thermistor, one at a time, and records its resistance in the

form of a deflection mark on a chart record. The thermistor

resistances are recorded in a cyclic order which is repeated as long

as the instrument is energized. Also recorded in each cycle are the

resistances of two internal calibration resistors. The latter represent

the endpoints of a range of resistances within which the desired

thermistor resistances will fall. The chart records which result

consist of repeated sets of ten deflection marks. Two of the marks

represent the calibration resistances, which serve as dummy

thermistors whose dimensions are pre-s elected and precisely known.

The other eight marks represent the resistances of the eight

thermistors.

Essentially, a temperature recorder is a Wheatstone bridge

circuit with certain switching and readout modifications. Construction
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Figure 30. A padded cylinder temperature sensor, with standard interior
construction, in its mount on the heat-current probe.

N)
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details and parts lists for the temperature recorders are given by

R. Mesecar (1968). The basic components of the bridge circuit

used can be identified in the schematic diagram of Figure 31. Rb

represents the matched resistors in the upper leg of the bridge cir-

cuit. Rr is a reference resistance in the lower leg of the bridge which

determines the midpoint of the range of temperatures being measured.

Any thermistor having the same resistance as Rr would balance the

bridge and cause a deflection mark to be printed at the center of the

chart record. R1t and Rht are the calibration resistances which

establish the low and high temperature endpoints of the range of tern-

peratures being measured. The reference and calibration resistances

are measured to tolerances of ± 0.005% and are mounted on a plug-in

circuit board with various selection taps. This permits changing taps

between stations at sea in order to choose the temperature range to be

recorded which best fits the data being collected.

In Figure 31, REC. represents the d.c. amplifier-chart

recorder combination used as a readout system. The amplifier is a

Fluke model A88 with magnetic modulation. This unit provides a

gain of 1000 with drift of less than 12 na per week referred to the

input terminals. The recorder is a Rustrak model 88 which records

meter needle position on pressure-sensitive paper by means of a

striker bar. The recorder meter movement has a zero center and a

sensitivity of ± 0. 5 ma. SEL. represents a motor-driven selector
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Figure 31. Simplified schematic diagram of the Wheatstone
bridge temperature recorder circuit.
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switch having ten break-before-make contacts. One switching cycle

is completed every 2 minutes. The calibration resistances are in

positions 1 and 6 in the cyclic order of selection. T1, T2, ------ T8

represent the resistances of the eight thermistors.

In general, the temperature recorders give improved resolution

when the data deflection marks are spread as widely as possible

across the chart record. This implies selecting the reference and

calibration resistances to obtain the smallest available temperature

range which includes all the desired data points. The chart deflec-

tions on the records obtained at sea must be measured and digitized,

then converted to resistances and ultimately to temperatures. These

steps necessitate calibration and data processing procedures.
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CALIBRATION

Calibration of Current Recording System

The purpose of current recorder calibration is to find relation-

ships between the current velocity at a sensor and the rate of spin of

the sensor rotor. Essentially, this results in the generation of cur-

rent velocity vs. rotor rpm curves. The velocity vs. rpm data

obtained through calibration is necessary for interpreting the current

velocity records obtained at sea.

Calibration of the current recording system was carried out at

the Bonneville, Oregon Instrument Rating Flume of the North Pacific

Division, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. The flume operator was

Mr. R. L. Johnson, Chief of the River and Navigation Lock Models

Section. The Bonneville rating flume is 1.8 m deep, 1. 5 m wide and

76. Z m long. The flume is fitted with rails along which a battery

driven carriage moves. The carriage is constructed mainly of

aluminum to reduce weight and has rubber tires to reduce vibration.

It is equipped with various methods of controlling and recording its

own speed down the flume. Three hundred carriage speeds are

obtainable by varying the motor voltage input, field connections and

axle ratio. The sensor being calibrated is held within a mock-up

frame having the same cross-section as the heat-current probe frame.
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A steel shaft, 3.8 cm in outside diameter, is attached to the mock-up

frame. The shaft is clamped on the carriage so the sensor is sus-

pended within the water of the flume. The sensor mounting shaft

protrudes upward and is lashed down to reduce sway and vibration.

Although the sensor being calibrated is submerged, the current

recorder rides on the carriage with the flume operator. Figure 32

shows the carriage at the start of a calibration run. Obviously, the

desired velocity vs. rotor rpm data are obtained by moving the cur-

rent sensors through still water.

When the carriage is up to a predetermined constant speed

during a run, a dart is electrically fired into a wooden rail running

parallel to the flume. The switch that fires the dart also starts a

timer. About a minute later, a second dart is fired into the rail

which also stops the timer. The velocity of the carriage is corn-

puted from the measured distance between the two darts and the

elapsed time indicated by the timer. The error of the carriage

velocity determination is no more than 0. 1%. During each calibra-

tion run, the on-interval timer within the current recorder was

energized to print a time pulse on the chart record. Figure 33 shows

the appearance of a typical calibration record, with a time pulse

opposite a train of events. The time pulse has the dimensions of

cm/mm. The length of the pulses are measured, and the pulse time

interval is preselected at the on-interval timer with a repeatability of
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Figure 32. The Bonneville rating flume and carriage at the
start of a calibration run.

--
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Figure 33. A sample current velocity calibration record
showing a time pulse opposite a train of events.
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± 1%. The number of events per cm of chart length is read directly

from the calibration records for each run down the flume, Then, the

events/cm record is converted to events/mm using the time pulse

dimensions of cm/mm as the conversion factor, Since two chopper

plate slots were used, rotor rpm = 1/2 (events/mm). This gives

the useful relation:

rpm = 1/2 (events/cm x cm/mm). (46)

When the rotor spin rate in rpm is combined with the carriage

velocity, an rpm vs. velocity data point is obtained for a given run.

The calibration error, including both recorder and carriage error,

is estimated to be ± 2%. This latter estimate refers to the accuracy

of data obtained from the flume calibration runs, not to the overall

accuracy of the data obtained at sea.

Certain field conditions were simulated during some of the

calibration runs. For example, the effects of a tilted rotor were

determined by making calibration runs with the sensor support shaft

clamped at an angle to the vertical, During data collection at sea,

the rotational position of the heat-current probe in relation to the

direction of current flow is not known. This means that determining

the effects of the rotational position of the frame guard rails in rela

tion to the direction of water flow is of particular importance. A

set of guard rails having the same cross-section as those used on the

heat-current probe was made for attaching to the sensor mock-up
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frame. Runs were made in the calibration flume with guard rails

absent, in line with the flow and perpendicular to the flow. Figure

34 shows a front view of the carriage with a current sensor suspended

in its mock-.up frame. In this photograph, the guard rails are in

line with the direction of flow.

In addition to the simulation of field conditions, several

calibration runs were made to compare the current sensors with each

other. After each run down the flume, a waiting period was neces-

sary to permit oscillations to disappear which were forced by the

passage of the sensor and its frame through the flume water. The

stillness of the water was tested by the injection of red dye

simultaneously at several depths in the tank. When the dye revealed

no visible oscillation after the waiting period, a new run was started.

A total of fifty-seven calibration runs were made in the flume.

The results showed that the velocity vs. rpm curves obtained from

different sensors were practically identical to each other. This

justifies the use of a composite calibration curve representing the

sensors tested as interchangeable units. The effect of tilting the

rotor axis at angles of up to 20 degrees from the vertical was

negligible. The presence of guard rails on the mock-up frame, and

the position of the guard rails in relation to the flow direction both

have a significant effect on the calibration data. If guard rails are

used, the rotational position of the probe frame introduces a ± 3. 5%
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Figure 34. Calibration carriage with a current sensor
mounted in its mock-up frame.
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effect into any composite velocity vs. rpm calibration curve generated.

This means that a frame error of 3. 5% must be added to other

sources of error whenever guard rails are used on the heat-current

probe at sea.

The low velocity threshold was found to be 0. 47 cm/sec. This

is a starting threshold, or the carriage velocity at which the sensor

rotor will begin turning from a stalled position. Velocities in excess

of about 60 cm/sec would be difficult to read on the chart records

due to congestion of the event spikes. The upper usable threshold is

a function of the chart drive and number of chopper slots selected,

both of which can be altered.

Fluctuation in the length of the time pulses printed on the

recorder charts was interpreted as being mainly due to fluctuations

in chart drive speed. From a study of these pulse lengths, con-

sidering the repeatability of the on-interval pulse timer, it was

estimated that the chart drive speed fluctuates within ± 1. 5% of the

average chart speed for a given roll of chart paper. The chart drive

speed fluctuations, as well as the other effects discussed, must be

considered when attaching estimates of error to the current data

obtained at sea.
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Calibration of Temperature Recording System

The purpose of temperature system calibration is to find

relationships which permit interpreting recorder chart deflection

marks as temperature data. The recorders can only respond to

resistance inputs and the sensors can only present resistances which

are related to temperatures. Therefore, calibration is needed to

relate chart deflection marks to resistances for the recorders and

to relate resistances to temperatures for the sensors.

In the case of the recorders, the relationship between chart

deflection and input resistance is conditioned by the choice of calibra-

tion and reference resistances. Chart deflection marks are measured

and recorded in digital form. Each set of ten deflections recorded

includes two representing the calibration resistances and eight

representing the sensors. The deflection for each sensor is con-

verted to a resistance value on the basis of the position of the sensor

deflection in relation to the calibration resistance deflections. The

sensor resistances are thus determined by linear interpolation from

the known calibration resistances. Both of the latter are known to a

± 0.005% tolerance. Since the calibration resistances determine the
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range of resistances measurable by the recorders, they automatically

determine the corresponding usable temperature range.

The recorder response is sufficiently linear to permit resolu-

tion of ± 1 ohm for every 1000 ohms of range used. Translated into

temperatures, using average thermistor R vs. T (resistance vs.

temperature) characteristics, the recorder resolution is about

± 0.001 °C for every 1 00 of range used. Recorder resolution is

about ± 0.001 °C for a 1 °C range, ± 0.002 °C for a 2 °C range,

± 0.003 °C for a 3 00 range, and so on. Obviously, the recorder

resolution is not fixed, but depends on the range selected.

The calibration of sensors is done using a Dewar flask,

Wheatstone bridge, quartz thermometer (Dymec model 2801A), and

stirring equipment. A stable ice point is established in a Dewar bath

of melting crushed ice made from distilled water. For the ice point

determination, the quartz thermometer is used on a ± 0.0001 °C

resolution scale. The thermometer reading at the ice point becomes

the correction term T used in the calibration equations to be

generated. Tc is the difference between the indicated thermometer

temperature and the actual temperature. From eight to ten thermis-

tors are grouped with the quartz sensor at the same level in the

Dewar bath. After T is determined, the ice is permitted to melt and

R vs. T data are accumulated as the bath slowly warms. For each

data point, temperature is read directly on the quartz thermometer
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at those moments when the bridge is brought into null. The desired

resistance is read directly from the decade resistance forming part

of the balancing leg of the bridge. A selector switch places

each thermistor into the measurement leg of the bridge, one at a

time, Repeated cycling through the set of thermistors being

calibrated gives the desired R vs. T data from which curves can be

generated. During the slow rise in bath temperature, a ± 0.001 °C

resolution scale is used on the quartz thermometer. This provides

a more rapid time response suitable for tracking the shifting tern-

peratures in the Dewar bath. This process takes about an hour for

each degree increase in bath temperature. Calibration is ended at a

temperature of just over 5 °C, having taken about five hours after

T is established.
C

Converting the sensor R vs. T data into useful calibration

curves is done while considering that: 1) thermistor resistance

responds in a non-linear way to changes in temperature, and Z)

individual thermistors are not identical to each other, The first

consideration is handled by using non-linear calibration equations

and the second by generating separate calibration curves for each

thermistor. A quadratic calibration equation is used, of the form:

T = fa(1) + a(2)R + a(3)R2] + T (47)

where T and T are in °C, R is in ohms, a(1) is in °C, a(2)

in 0 C/ohms and a(3) in oC/ohmsZ Each thermistor is assumed to
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have characteristics which can be described by equation (47), but with

a unique set of coefficients a(1), a(Z), a(3). These coefficients are

determined for each thermistor by regression analysis. This entails

least-squares fitting of R vs. T data to equation (47) for each

thermistor.

The processing of recorder charts yields resistance data which

are inserted into the equations of the form (47) having coefficients cor-

responding to the proper thermistors. The solutions of the equations

(7)represent the desired temperature data.
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DATA REDUCTION

Current Velocity Data Process in

The purpose of current velocity data processing is to convert

the current recorder chart records into useful current velocity

information. This involves: 1) translating chart records into rotor

rpm data, and 2) converting rotor rpm data into current velocity data

via calibration information.

A sample current record is shown in Figure 28. The rotor rpm

can be deduced either from the number of events recorded per unit

time, or from the time elapsed per unit event. To apply either

method, the recorder chart drive speed must be known. This gives

a conversion factor with dimensions cm/mm which permits transla-

tion of length to time and vice versa. On each roll of chart paper

used, the time is recorded at the start and stop points of the roll.

The distance and time elapsed between endpoints of the roll are used

to compute average chart drive speed. The latter is used to find the

chart length covered in a given time interval or the elapsed time

represented by a given length of chart record. In addition, average

chart speed is used to locate the start and end of individual stations

when several are recorded on the same chart roll.

Two slots were used in the rotor chopper plates. This means
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that the dimensional equation (46) can be used to convert the current

records to rpm information. The average chart speed fixes the

cm/mm term in equation (46)for each roll of chart paper. It is then

only necessary to determine the number of events recorded per cm

of chart length to solve equation (46). Most of the data were processed

by counting the number of events recorded in predetermined time

intervals. For some of the lowest velocity data, events were scarce

and the time taken for one or two events to take place was used. The

rpm data is then applied to a composite rpm vs. velocity calibration

curve. The corresponding current velocities result directly.

Contributions to overall error are estimated at ± 2% due to

calibration procedures and ± 1.5% due to chart drive speed fluctua-

tions about a known average speed. An additional ± 3. 5% error is

introduced when thermistor mounts and guard rails are used. The

resulting current velocity data are therefore assigned overall errors

of ± 3. 5% when a plain frame is used, and ± 7.0% when thermistor

mounts and guard rails are used. None of the currents recorded in

near bottom waters showed velocities encroaching on the upper

threshold for the system. On rare occasions, a current sensing rotor

has momentarily stopped. This is considered as indication of a cur-

rent velocity which is less than the 0.47 cm/sec lower threshold for

the system.
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Temterature Data Processi

The goal of temperature data processing is to convert the tern-

perature recorder charts into useful temperature information. This

involves: 1) translating recorder chart deflection marks into sensor

resistance data, 2) converting sensor resistance data into tempera-

ture data via calibration information, and 3) using temperature data

to approximate temperature gradients above and below the sediment-

water interface.

Data resulting from stations at sea consist of repeated sets of

ten marks which indicate recorder meter needle deflection. Two

marks represent the calibration resistances and eight marks

represent thermistor resistances. The calibration resistances R1

and Rht determine the low temperature (high resistance) and high

temperature (low resistance) endpoints of the range selected. The

width of the recorder chart paper is marked off in divisions from 0

to 10. Each number D, with 0< D< 10, is a digitized deflection mark

corresponding to an input resistance. The deflections D are

measured from the zero (or warm") side of the charts. Dht is the

measurement from zero to the chart mark for Rht. Dit is the

measurement from zero to the chart mark for Rit. The deflections

for the eight thermistors, D1, D2, ------- , D8, fall between Dht and

D.it
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Each group of ten deflections reveals eight unknown resistances

by comparing each D. value (j = 1,2, -------, 8) to the values of Dht

Dit, Rht and Rit for the group. All D values are in chart divisions

and all R values are in ohms. For a given set of ten deflections, the

equation:

R. = R + (R -R )(D -D )/(D -D ) (48)
ht it ht j ht lt ht

gives the resistance in ohms presented by the th thermistor. The

R. computation is carried out for j = 1,2, ------- ,8 within each set

of ten deflections. From 10 to 15 sets of ten deflections are

recorded for each 20 to 30 minute bottom station. Each station thus

yields from 80 to 120 resistance values which eventually are con-

verted to temperatures.

Calibration procedures determine a unique set of coefficients

a(1), a(2), a(3) for each thermistor. These coefficients are used

with the solutions of equation (48) in the equation:

T. a(1) + a(2)R. + a(3)R (49)
J 3 3

which gives the temperature T. in °C at the th thermistor. This

temperature T. corresponds to the resistance R. determined by

equation (48), Coefficients a(1), a(2), a(3) of equation (49)aiso cor-

respond to the th thermistor.

To approximate temperature gradients, data are grouped

according to two plans. These are called the 3-5 and 4-4 plans
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which reflect either 3 thermistors in the sediments and 5 in the water

column, or two groups of 4 thermistors having different sensor cases.

For gradient determinations, temperature vs. sensor spacing data

for each station are fitted to two regression lines. For example, in

the 3-5 plan, data from the 3 shaft thermistors are fitted to one

regression line. Data from the 5 water column thermistors are

fitted to a second line. The fitting is done by linear regression

analysis and the results approximate gradients of temperature vs.

vertical distance from the sediment-water interface. Some of the

initial and final data resulting from each station may be distorted due

to effects associated with the entry and removal of the probe. There-

fore, data is selected from the center section of each bottom station

record for gradient determinations. The section used lasts about

10 minutes and includes about 40 data points, or 5 temperatures

measured at each of the 8 thermistors. The 5 temperatures are

averaged for each thermistor, and one pair of temperature gradients

is determined for the mid-point of each bottom station. Once the

chart deflections are measured and recorded, all the remaining

calculations are done by computer.

Thermal Conductivity Data Processing

A core sample of bottom sediments is taken during each heat-

current probe station. Core length is routinely used to reveal the
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extent of probe penetration. When terrestrial heat flow is of interest,

the shaft temperature sensors are used, and thermal conductivities

are determined from the core samples.

The heat flow, moving upward through the sediment-water inter-

face, is given by:

aT
q = (50)

where q is the heat flow in cal/cm2 sec, K is the sediment thermal

conductivity in cal/cm sec °C, andH is the vertical temperature

gradient with the Z axis positive upward. In practice, heat flowing

from the interior of the earth is estimated by:

q = -K--i (51)

where is an approximate vertical temperature gradient found by

applying regression analysis to shaft sensor data. The values of K

needed to solve equation (51) were determined from the core samples

by applying the water content method of Ratcliffe (1960).

Thermal conductivities of sediments depend mainly on the

amount of water contained in the sediments. Variations in the con-

ductivities of ocean sediment grains are relatively unimportant.

Ratcliffe has shown that thermal conductivities can be read from a

diagram if the amount of sea water contained in the sediment samples

is known.

The desired core water content is given by:
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W% 100(W -w )/W (52)
w d w

where W°7o is the core water content in percent wet weight, W is

the net wet weight of the core in gm, and Wd is the net dry weight of

the core in gm. Wd is found after an oven baking period during

which practically all of the core water content is driven off. The

term (Ww_Wd) gives the water lost by baking. The W% values are

applied to the diagram of Ratcliffe and values of K are directly read

off. K is an uncorrected thermal conductivity which refers to a

temperature of 4 °C and a pressure of 1 atmosphere. Each uncor-

rected value is multiplied by a correction term to give a useful ther-

mal conductivity value. The corrections add about 1 percent to the

K value for each 1000 fathoms of depth and 1 percent for each 4 °C

increase of temperature.

Once K is determined for each core, the corrected thermal
0

conductivity is obtained through the equation:

K = K [1 + (T -4)/400 + 5.4681(Z x lO)] (53)
0 3

where K is thermal conductivity in cal/cm sec °C, T3 is the tem-

perature at shaft thermistor number 3, and Z is the water depth in

meters. Thermistor number 3 is about 7 cm above the lower end of

the probe core liner.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The central problem posed for this research relates to the

nature of vertical temperature gradients near the deep ocean floor

west of Oregon. Positive gradients reflect temperatures which

increase upward from the bottom boundary. Negative gradients have

temperatures which decrease upward. The deep sea depths referred

to in this project are roughly 2500 m to 3000 m. The deep sea

adiabatic temperature gradient, which reflects the slight compres.

sibility of sea water, is of the order of _io6 oC/cm at these depths.

Superadiabatic gradients are more negative than the combined

adiabatic gradient and maximum gradient error caused by the

instrumentation used.

Associated problems deal with inconsistencies between the

velocity and temperature profiles predicted by the Monin-Obukhov

similarity theory and numerous measurements of superadiabatic

temperature gradients in the past. The Monin- Obukhov theory pre-

dicts that superadiabatic gradients cannot exist for much over one

meter above the ocean bottom. In spite of this theory, several

investigators have reported generally superadiabatic gradients

extending for a few meters to tens of meters above the bottom bound-

ary. Depending on the results of this project, either of two questions

would have to be answered: 1) If the temperature gradients near the
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deep ocean floor are generally superadiabatic, how can the dis-

crepancy with the Monin-C)bukhov theory be reconciled?, and 2) If

these gradients are not generally superadiabatic, how could so many

gradients of this type have been measured in the past?

In measuring the desired temperature gradients near the deep

ocean floor, temperature sensors were used at eight levels. In one

plan, three sensors were placed in the sediments and five were in

the water column. The span of measurement extended from about two

meters below the bottom to about three meters above the bottom. In

another plan, all eight sensors were in the water column. In this

case, the span of measurement extended from the sea floor to about

three meters above the bottom. Current measurements have been

made mainly to reflect on the validity of the temperature gradient

measurements by predicting the anemometer effects which should

result from the use of two types of sensors which were involved in

the experiments at sea

A total of 86 stations were made in sequences at ten positions

west of the Oregon coast. Some of the stations yielded heat flow

values and slope current velocities which are considered as by-

products of the research along with various instrumentation improve-

ments. An almost linear distribution of maximum flow velocities in

near bottom waters as a function of water depth is revealed in Figure

10, with the larger maxima inshore.



Simply recording crude information, without analysis of sensor

performance and other instrumental effects, presents no great prob-

lems, On the other hand, determining the detailed structure of tern-

perature and velocity fields makes a thorough analysis of these

effects necessary.

Two main sections of the thesis are particularly important for

interpreting the experimental evidence, One of these consists of an

analysis of sensor performance and is contained in the section relat-

ing to problems of measurement in moving media, The other section

referred to is the recent main heading called discussion of results

which culminates in short subheadings called implications for inter-

pretation and gradient comparisons. The conclusions to be derived

from study of these two main headings are clearly evident.

The solutions to the central and associated problems are to be

found in the 4-4 plan data, These data present pairs of water

column gradients measured near the deep ocean floor using two kinds

of sensors. A set of vaned sensors reveal actual conditions near the

ocean floor to within a gradient error of ± 1.47 X 1O oC/cm A

set of padded cylinder sensors have a greatly reduced exposed area

and are partially insulated, resulting in predicted and observed

anemometer and equilibration effects, A third type of sensor having

a naked brass case with no attached mounting provisions was used

for laboratory comparisons,
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The conclusions reached are based on evidence that the real

gradients are revealed by the vaned sensors and that the padded sen-

sors show two methods of producing artifacts. The artifacted

gradients are always in the negative direction, which is predicted

for the anemometer effect, Negative artifacts, caused by sensor

phenomena, provide explanations for how generally superadiabatic

gradients which disagree with established theory could have been

measured in the past. The observed artifacts are larger than pre-

dicted. This is explained by either: 1) the anemometer effect was

underestimated for the padded sensors, or 2) uneven equilibration of

temperature sensor arrays takes place for the padded sensors, pro-

viding the difference between the observed artifacts and those

accounted for by the estimated anemometer effect,

The actual temperature gradients near the deep ocean floor, as

revealed by the vaned sensors, are generally positive. Of 38 stations

producing simultaneous current velocities and 4-4 plan temperature

data, 32 yielded positive gradients from the vaned sensors. These

ranged in value from + 5.7 X 1O oC/cm to + 15.7 X 1O °C/cm.

Of the 38 vaned sensor gradients, four were superadiabatic. These

ranged in value from - 2,15 X 1O oC/cm to - 5,81 X 00/cm.

Of the same 38 vaned sensor gradients, two were within the ± 1. 47 X

0 C/cm gradient error estimate of being adiabatic,

The extent of the negative artifacts produced by the padded
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sensors, based on thei.r reduced exposed area and partial insulation,

is not only predicted by theoretical considerations. The contrasts

between the vaned and padded sensor gradients are evident in the data

of Table 7 and are clearly illustrated in Figures 17, 18, and 19. The

actual near bottom gradients are shown by solid black dots in the

latter graphs and in Figures 11, 12, and 13, Interpretation of the

padded sensor data on the 4-4 plan, and of all the 3-5 plan data

should be done with caution.

Although positive gradients were the general case in waters

near the ocean floor at the positions sampled, there were occasional

adiabatic and superadiabatic gradients obs erved. This emphasizes

the value of repeated measurements at each position selected for

measurement. Without repeated measurements, a single record

could be obtained at a given position, showing one of the three types

of gradients mentioned. The type measured could then be erroneously

accepted as representing the general case.

The measurement of occasional superadiabatic gradients

extending over a three meter interval is not considered to be impos-

sible. Based on the Monin-Obukhov theory, large superadiahatic

gradients cannot exist for much over one meter above the sea floor,

However, Lee and Cox (1966) emphasize that one cannot rule out the

possibility of large local superadiabatic gradients near the ocean

bottom. Lee and Cox conclude that their existence, if confirmed,
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may indicate that the seawater is prevented from turbulence motion

by factors such as a stabilizing density gradient.

The stabilizing density gradient referred to in this case would

have to be due to non-thermal causes, since a stabilizing temperature

gradient would be positive, or the opposite of superadiabatic. An

occasional non-thermal density stabilization would inhibit turbulence

and thus increase impedance to vertical transport of terrestrial heat.

The result would be a temporary negative temperature gradient. If

this gradient were more negative than the combined deep sea

adiabatic gradient and maximum gradient error caused by the

instrumentation used, it would be superadiabatic.

To completely understand stability in the waters near the ocean

floor it would be necessary to understand the detailed density field

above the bottom boundary, as influenced by both thermal and non-

thermal phenomena. If salinity is reasonably homogeneous, the

generally positive temperature gradients measured indicate a

tendency toward stability in the near bottom waters studied, The

occasional superadiabatic gradients measured tend to confirm the

statements of Lee and Cox mentioned previously. The appearance of

superadiabatic gradients at a few stations tends to indicate that

occasional non-thermal density stabilization may occur which per-

mits temporary superadiabatic gradients to build up, only to be

broken down by the generally turbulent conditions which are expected
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in the natural environment.

The generally positive vertical temperature gradients

measured near the deep ocean floor could possibly reflect a trans-

itional state involving the movement of a mass of warmer water

passing over a bottom region which has previously equilibrated to a

slightly lower temperature. According to Mooers (1969), this pos-

sibility is very likely. Preliminary results of his extensive work off

the Oregon coast tend to imply that offshore and onshore movements

of bottom waters causing such effects would be expected. These

movements should be related to tides, upwelling and wind driven

effects. This indicates that the experimental techniques involved in

this research could be used to detect such transitory shifting of water

masses.
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